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BASES OF THE EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGIES OF
REGULAR SEMISIMPLE HESSENBERG VARIETIES
SOOJIN CHO, JAEHYUN HONG, AND EUNJEONG LEE
Abstract. We consider bases for the cohomology space of regular semisimple Hessenberg vari-
eties, consisting of the classes that naturally arise from the Biaynicki-Birula decomposition of the
Hessenberg varieties. We give an explicit combinatorial description of the support of each class,
which enables us to compute the symmetric group actions on the classes in our bases. We then
successfully apply the results to the permutohedral varieties to explicitly write down each class and
to construct permutation submodules that constitute summands of a decomposition of cohomology
space of each degree. This resolves the problem posed by Stembridge on the geometric construction
of permutation module decomposition and also the conjecture posed by Chow on the construction
of bases for the equivariant cohomology spaces of permutohedral varieties.
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1. Introduction
Hessenberg varieties were introduced and investigated by De Mari, Shayman and Procesi [14,
13, 12] around 1990 as a generalization of subvarieties of the full flag variety FℓpCnq that arise in
the study of Hessenberg matrices. Important varieties such as Springer fibers, Peterson varieties,
toric varieties associated with the Weyl chambers as well as the flag varieties appear as examples
of Hessenberg varieties, and there have been many interesting researches on the structure of the
Hessenberg varieties. We refer the reader to the survey article [2] and references therein for more
details on the known results of Hessenberg varieties.
Tymoczko applied GKM theory to regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties in [39, 38] to obtain
combinatorial description of the (equivariant) cohomology spaces and successfully defineWeyl group
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actions on them. Tymoczko’s Weyl group actions, called dot actions, provide a way to understand
the structure of regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties.
Our main concern is on the structure of the equivariant cohomology of regular semisimple Hes-
senberg varieties HesspS, hq of type A described as follows;
HesspS, hq “ tt0u Ĺ V1 Ĺ V2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Vn´1 Ĺ C
n | SVi Ă Vhpiq for all 1 ď i ď nu Ă FℓpC
nq ,
where S is a given regular semisimple matrix and h : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t1, . . . , nu is a nondecreasing
function satisfying hpiq ě i for all i, called a Hessenberg function. The toric variety Hn associated
with the Weyl chambers of type An´1, also known as the permutohedral variety, is HesspS, hq with
the Hessenberg function h given by hpiq “ i ` 1 for i ă n. The symmetric group Sn, that is
the Weyl group of type An´1, acts on the Weyl chambers of type An´1 and it naturally defines
an action on H˚pHnq. It is known that this action coincides with Tymoczko’s dot action. The
module structure of H˚pHnq is known in terms of symmetric functions [31] showing that it is a
direct sum of permutation modules Mλ for certain partitions λ of n. Stembridge constructed a
graded Sn-module carrying permutation representation, which is isomorphic to H
˚pHnq by defining
combinatorial objects called ‘codes’ in [34]. In the same paper, Stembridge posed a problem to give
a geometric explanation of the fact that H˚pHnq is decomposed as direct sum of permutation
representations. There has been no known solution to this problem.
Chromatic symmetric functions were introduced by Stanley in [32] as a generalization of the
chromatic polynomials of a graph, and they were refined to chromatic quasisymmetric functions
by Shareshian and Wachs in [30]. The Stanley–Stembridge conjecture on chromatic symmetric
functions states that the chromatic symmetric function of the incomparability graph of a p3 ` 1q-
free poset expands positively as a sum of elementary symmetric functions, that is e-positive, and
it is refined by Shareshian and Wachs to a conjecture on chromatic quasisymmetric functions. A
work by Guay-Paquet [20] shows that for the e-positivity conjecture it is enough to consider the
incomparability graphs of natural unit interval orders which can be identified with a Hessenberg
function.
In [30], Shareshian and Wachs made a conjecture that the regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties
of type A and the chromatic quasisymmetric functions are related in the following way, which was
independently proved by Brosnan and Chow [6], and Guay-Paquet [21].
Theorem 1.1. For a Hessenberg function h,ÿ
k
chH2kpHesspS, hqq tk “ ωXGphqpx, tq ,
where ch is the Frobenius characteristic map and ω is the involution on the symmetric function
algebra sending elementary symmetric functions to homogeneous symmetric functions; ωpeiq “ hi.
Theorem 1.1 plays a crucial role in connecting geometry, combinatorics and representation theory.
The e-positivity conjecture on chromatic (quasi)symmetric functions translates into the statement
that chH˚pHesspS, hqq is positively expanded as a sum of homogeneous symmetric functions:
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Conjecture 1.2 (Stanley–Stembridge [33, 32], Shareshian–Wachs [30]). Under the dot action of
the symmetric group, the p2kqth cohomology space H2kpHesspS, hqq is decomposed as a direct sum
of permutation modules Mλ for each degree 2k.
Conjecture 1.2 is proved to be true for some special cases; see [32, 8, 16, 11, 9, 24, 25].
Our work in this paper is motivated by Conjecture 1.2 especially on the permutation module
decomposition ofH˚pHesspS, hqq. There is no known geometric construction of permutation module
decomposition for H˚pHesspS, hqq that is proved to admit one, except for trivial cases. For the
construction of permutation submodules inside H˚pHesspS, hqq, it is essential to choose a good
basis that behaves well under the symmetric group action. This is not a trivial work and there
are only some sets of cohomology classes conjectured to form good bases of H˚pHesspS, hqq for
certain h or for some permutation modules of certain type: Erasing marks conjecture due to Chow
(personal communication, cf. [10]) is for toric varieties Hn for example. We first consider a basis
of H˚T pHesspS, hqq that naturally arises from a geometric structure of HesspS, hq and examine the
properties of the basis elements. We then compute the symmetric group actions using our bases
and finally apply the results to construct permutation module decomposition of the cohomology
spaces of the permutohedral variety. In the rest of the current section we summarize the work we
have done.
Any regular semisimple Hessenberg variety HesspS, hq admits an affine paving, which is a Bia lynicki–
Birula decomposition (see [12]). Considering the closure of each minus cell, we obtain an equivariant
cohomology class σw,h for each w P Sn (see Definition 2.9). The set tσw,h | w P Snu forms a basis
of the equivariant cohomology ring H˚T pHesspS, hqq. Our basis satisfies nice properties which are
already considered in other known results. Indeed, when HesspS, hq “ FℓpCnq, our basis coincides
with the basis constructed by Tymoczko [39]. When HesspS, hq is a permutohedral variety, which
is a smooth projective toric variety, then our basis is the ‘canonical basis’ provided by Pabiniak
and Sabatini [27]. Moreover, the basis σw,h is a ‘flow-up basis’ studied by Teff [35, 36] (see Propo-
sition 2.11).
To study the action of Sn on each class σw,h, we have to specify the support of σw,h, that is,
we need to describe elements v P Sn such that σw,hpvq ‰ 0. One of the primary goals of this
manuscript is to present an explicit description of the support of σw,h in terms of w and h. In order
to introduce our result, we prepare some terminologies (see Section 3 for precise definitions). For
a positive integer n, we use rns to denote the set t1, 2, . . . , nu. Let h be a Hessenberg function and
w P Sn. We define a directed graph Gw,h with the vertex set rns such that for each pair of indices
1 ď j ă i ď n, there is an edge j Ñ i in the graph Gw,h if and only if j ă i ď hpjq and wpjq ă wpiq.
For example, when n “ 5, the graph G15342,p3,3,4,5,5q is given as follows.
1 2 3 4 5
We say a vertex i is reachable from j if there exists a directed path from j to i. For subsets
A “ t1 ď a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak ď nu and B “ t1 ď b1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bk ď nu of rns, we say that A is reachable
from B if there exists a permutation σ P Sk such that aσpdq is reachable from bd for all d “ 1, . . . , k
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in the graph Gw,h. For example, t3, 4u is reachable from t1, 3u while t5u is not reachable from t3u
in the graph G15342,p3,3,4,5,5q. Using these expressions, we state our first main theorem.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.12). Let h be a Hessenberg function and w P Sn. An element u P Sn is
in supppσw,hq if and only if tw
´1pup1qq, . . . , w´1pupjqqu is reachable from rjs in the graph Gw,h for
all j “ 1, . . . , n.
The GKM graphs of regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties are subgraphs of the Bruhat graphs
of the symmetric group and the vertices are permutations w P Sn. For two permutations v,w P Sn
such that v “ wsjk and ℓpwq ą ℓpvq, we use w Ñ v (w 99K v, respectively) if v and w are connected
(not connected, respectively) by an edge in the GKM graph.
We follow the same line of the computation of the Sn action on the cohomology space H
˚
T pG{Bq
of the full flag variety done by Brion [5] to compute the symmetric group action on H˚T pHesspS, hqq
for any Hessenberg variety. To deal with the minus cells Ω˝w,h with general h, we have to do delicate
analyses and the main results are stated as follows. For u P ΩTsiw,h, we define Tu to be the closure
of T ˝u :“ Ω
˝
u X Ωsiw,h and define τu to be the class given by Tu.
Theorem B (Propositions 4.5 and 4.6). Let h : rns Ñ rns be a Hessenberg function. Let w P Sn
be a permutation and si P Sn be a simple reflection.
(1) If w 99K siw or siw 99K w, then siσw,h “ σsiw,h.
(2) Define A to be the set of all u P ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w such that dim Tu “ dimΩw,h, u 99K siu and
siu R Ω
T
w.
(a) If siw Ñ w, then siσw,h ´ σw,h “ 0.
(b) If wÑ siw, then si pσw,h `
ř
vPA τvq ´ pσw,h `
ř
vPA τvq “ pti`1 ´ tiqσsiw,h.
As we already mentioned, Conjecture 1.2 is true for the permutohedral varieties Hn but no
geometric explanation(construction) was known before. We apply Theorem A and Theorem B
to H˚T pHnq to construct explicit permutation submodule decomposition of each H
2k
T pHnq resolv-
ing a question by Stembridge posed in [34]. We present a nice set of permutations of order
dimpH2kT pHnqq
Sn ; that is the number of permutation modules appearing in the decomposition of
H2kT pHnq. We then construct one permutation submodule for each permutation we choose, where
we use the ‘erasing marks’ due to Chow to make a submodule of the right degree.
It is well known that the number of descents despwq :“ #ti : wpiq ą wpi`1qu of a permutation w P
Sn determines the degree of the corresponding cohomology class of w; σw P H
2kpHnq if despwq “ k,
where we use σw instead of σw,h since we fix h. Symmetric group actions in Theorem B are computed
in more explicit ways for permutohedral varieties; see Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 5.11.
The final step in a construction of permutation module decomposition of H˚pHnq is to choose a
right module generator of each permutation submodule. The cohomology class of the permutations
with descent number k are reasonable candidates for the generators, but the isotropy subgroups
of them do not make the right dimension. We ‘erase marks(descents)’ of each candidates by the
symmetrization, where ‘erasing marks’ is defined by Chow in his conjecture on bases for H˚pHnq
(see [10]). Let Gk be the set of w P Sn with despwq “ k such that supppσwq contains w0, the
longest element in Sn. The erasing descents from a permutation w erases the descent 1 if 1 is a
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descent of w, and descent d if both pd´1q and d are descents of w. We then symmetrize σw to havepσw “ řuPSw uσw where Sw is the subgroup of permutations that permute the elements in each
newly made block by erasing: For example, if v “ 5|234|1 and w “ 45|3|12 are permutations in G2
then erasing decents from v,w result in 5
...234|1 and 45|3
...12 respectively, and pσv “ řuPSt5,2,3,4u uσv
and pσw “ řuPSt3,1,2u uσw. Then the isotropic subgroups of pσv and pσw are St1u ˆ St5,2,3,4u and
St3,1,2uˆSt4,5u respectively, so that pσv and pσw generate the permutation modulesM p1,4q andM p3,2q
respectively. As a CSn-module, H
2kpHnq is decomposed as permutation submodules:
Theorem C (Theorem 5.23). For each k,
H2kpHnq “
à
wPGk
CSnppσwq.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall Biaynicki-Birula decompositions on
regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties and the basis of the equivariant cohomoology of a regular
semisimple Hessenberg variety constructed by them. In Section 3, we provide an explicit description
of the support of the basis we constructed in terms of the reachability of a certain acyclic directed
graph. Symmetric group actions on the basis elements are calculated in Section 4. Sections 5
and 6 are devoted to the construction of permutation decomposition of the cohomology space of
the permutohedral variety.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hessenberg varieties and Bia lynicki-Birula decompositions. In this subsection, we
first review some properties of the flag variety and then we present the definition of Hessenberg
varieties and Bia lynicki-Birula decompositions on them.
Let G be a general linear group GLnpCq and let B be the set of upper triangular matrices in
G. Let T be set of diagonal matrices in G, i.e., T – pC˚qn. We denote by B´ the set of lower
triangular matrices in G. The flag variety FℓpCnq is isomorphic to the quotient space G{B:
FℓpCnq “ tV‚ “ pt0u Ĺ V1 Ĺ V2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Vn´1 Ĺ C
nq | dimC Vi “ i for all 1 ď i ď nu – G{B.
For g P G, the corresponding element in FℓpCnq to gB P G{B is given by the column vec-
tors v1, . . . , vn of the matrix g:
gB “ pt0u Ĺ xv1y Ĺ xv1, v2y Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ xv1, . . . , viy Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ C
nq.
The left multiplication of T on G induces an action of T on the flag variety FℓpCnq which is
indeed the same as the coordinate-wise multiplication of T on Cn. The set of T -fixed points in
FℓpCnq is identified with the set Sn of permutations on rns :“ t1, . . . , nu which is the Weyl group
of G (cf. [15, Lemma 2 in §10.1]). More precisely, for a permutation w “ wp1qwp2q ¨ ¨ ¨wpnq P Sn,
the corresponding element in FℓpCnq is a coordinate flag 9wB
(2.1) 9wB “ pt0u Ĺ xewp1qy Ĺ xewp1q, ewp2qy Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ xewp1q, . . . , ewpiqy Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ C
nq
Here, 9w is the column permutation matrix of w, i.e., it has 1 on pwpiq, iq-entry and the others are
all zero. We denote by e1, . . . , en the standard basis vectors in C
n.
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The flag variety G{B admits a cell decomposition called the Bruhat decomposition
(2.2) G{B “
ğ
wPSn
B 9wB{B “
ğ
wPSn
B´ 9wB{B.
For each w P Sn, we denote by
(2.3) X˝w “ B 9wB{B, Ω
˝
w “ B
´
9wB{B
and call them Schubert cell and opposite Schubert cell, respectively. Both are indeed affine cells of
dimension ℓpwq and codimension ℓpwq, respectively. Here, ℓpwq is the length of w defined as follows.
The symmetric group Sn is generated by simple reflections si, which is the adjacent transpositions
changing i and i ` 1 for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Any element w P Sn can be written as a product of
generators w “ si1si2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik for i1, . . . , ik P rn´1s. If k is minimal among all such expressions for w,
then k is called the length of w. Note that the length ℓpwq is the same as the number of inversions
of w.
(2.4) ℓpwq “ #tpj, iq | 1 ď j ă i ď n,wpjq ą wpiqu.
To define Hessenberg varieties, we first present the definition of Hessenberg functions. A function
h : rns Ñ rns is called a Hessenberg function if
‚ it is weakly increasing 1 ď hp1q ď hp2q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď hpnq ď n, and
‚ hpiq ě i for all 1 ď i ď n.
Definition 2.1. Let h be a Hessenberg function and let X be a linear operator. Then the Hessen-
berg variety HesspX,hq is a subvariety of the flag variety defined by
HesspX,hq “ tV‚ P FℓpC
nq | XVi Ă Vhpiq for all 1 ď i ď nu.
When the linear operatorX is regular (respectively, semismiple or nilpotent) then we call HesspX,hq
is regular (respectively, semisimple or nilpotent).
In this article, we concentrate on regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, i.e., the Jordan canon-
ical form of the linear operator X is
(2.5) P´1XP “
»————–
c1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn
fiffiffiffiffifl “: S
with mutually distinct numbers c1, c2, . . . , cn. There is an isomorphism
HesspX,hq – HesspgXg´1, hq
for any g P G by sending V‚ to gV‚. Accordingly, we may assume that the linear operator X is
of the form (2.5). To emphasize we are considering regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, we
denote our linear operator by S.
Example 2.2. (1) Let h “ pn, n, . . . , nq. Then HesspS, hq is the flag variety FℓpCnq.
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(2) Let h “ p2, 3, 4, . . . , n, nq. Then HesspS, hq is a toric variety called permutohedral vari-
ety with the fan consisting of Weyl chambers of the root system of type An´1 (see [12,
Theorem 11]).
The torus action on the flag variety preserves a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety. Using this
torus action, De Mari, Procesi and Shayman [12] computed the Poincare´ polynomial of HesspS, hq:
Proposition 2.3 ([12]). Let HesspS, hq be a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety. Then HesspS, hq
is smooth of C-dimension
řn
i“1phpiq ´ iq. The Poincare´ polynomial PoinpHesspS, hq, qq is given by
PoinpHesspS, hq, qq :“
ÿ
kě0
dimQH
kpHesspS, hq;Qqqk “
ÿ
wPSn
q2ℓhpwq.
Here, the number ℓhpwq is defined by
(2.6) ℓhpwq :“ #tpj, iq | 1 ď j ă i ď hpjq, wpjq ą wpiqu.
We notice that the number ℓhpwq is the same as ℓpwq if h “ pn, . . . , nq (see (2.4)). To prove
the previous proposition, they used the theory of Bia lynicki-Birula [4] to Hessenberg varieties. We
briefly review their proof. The Hessenberg variety is T -stable and the fixed point set is again
identified with Sn like as before (see (2.1)). Fix a regular dominant weight λ, that is, fix a
homomorphism λ : C˚ Ñ T, t ÞÑ diagptλ1 , tλ2 , . . . , tλnq determined by integers λ1 ą λ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą λn.
For each w P Sn, consider the plus cells and minus cells.
X˝w,h :“
!
gB P HesspS, hq | lim
tÑ0
λptqgB “ 9wB
)
,(2.7)
Ω˝w,h :“
!
gB P HesspS, hq | lim
tÑ8
λptqgB “ 9wB
)
.(2.8)
Then, both X˝w,h and Ω
˝
w,h are isomorphic to affine spaces and they define the plus and minus
decompositions. Note that when we take h “ pn, . . . , nq then HesspS, hq is the flag variety, and
moreover, we have X˝w,h “ X
˝
w and Ω
˝
w,h “ Ω
˝
w (cf. (2.3)). Counting the numbers of positive and
negative weights in the tangent space of HesspS, hq at 9wB, we have that
(2.9) dimCX
˝
w,h “ ℓhpwqp“ dimCpHesspS, hqq ´ dimCΩ
˝
w,hq
which induces the above proposition.
Example 2.4. Suppose that n “ 3 and h “ p2, 3, 3q. For a permutation w “ 231, there are
two inversions on locations p1, 3q and p2, 3q because wp1q ą wp3q and wp2q ą wp3q. However,
because of the condition j ď hpiq, we only count p2, 3q to compute ℓhpwq. Therefore, we obtain
ℓhpwq “ #tp2, 3qu “ 1. By a similar computation, we present ℓhpwq.
w 123 132 213 231 312 321
ℓhpwq 0 1 1 1 1 2
Remark 2.5. It is known that the closure of a Schubert cell is a union of other Schubert cells:
Xw :“ X˝w “
ğ
vďw
X˝v , Ωw :“ Ω
˝
w “
ğ
věw
Ω˝v.
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See, for example, [15, §10.2]. However, a plus or minus cell decomposition is not cellular in general,
indeed, the boundary of a cell of dimension k is not always contained in the union of the subsets
of dimension ď pk ´ 1q. See [13, Remark in Section 5].
Remark 2.6. The Hessenberg varieties are defined for any reductive linear algebraic group and
any linear operator. Especially, it is proved that Hessenberg varieties corresponding to a reductive
linear group and a regular element are paved by affines, i.e., each Hessenberg variety is a finite,
disjoint union of affine spaces (see [28, 37] and references therein).
2.2. Basis of the equivariant cohomology. In this subsection, we observe the torus action on
regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, and then define a basis tσw,h | w P Snu of the equi-
variant cohomology ring in Definition 2.9. Moreover, we study their combinatorial properties in
Proposition 2.11.
We first briefly recall the GKM theory from [19, 38]. Let T be a complex torus pC˚qn. Let
S “ Zrt1, . . . , tns be the symmetric algebra over Z of the character group M :“ HompT,C
˚q. Let X
be a complex variety with an action of T . Then X is called a GKM space if it satisfies the following
three conditions.
(1) X has finitely many T -fixed points,
(2) X has finitely many (complex) one-dimensional T -orbits Xp1q, and
(3) HoddpXq vanishes.
Toric varieties are GKM spaces, and the flag variety, Grassmannians, and Schubert varieties are
also GKM. Since there are finitely many fixed points, the closure O of a one-dimensional orbit O
is homeomorphic to CP 1.
The GKM graph Γ “ pV,E, αq of a GKM space is an oriented graph with label α on edges defined
as follows.
(1) V “ XT .
(2) pv Ñ wq P E if and only if there exists a one-dimensional orbit Ov,w whose closure Ov,w
contains v and w.
(3) We label each edge v Ñ w with the weight αpv Ñ wq P S of the T -action corresponding to
the closure Ov,w at the fixed point v.
From the second condition, we have that pv Ñ wq P E if and only if pw Ñ vq P E. In particular,
αpv Ñ wq “ ´αpw Ñ vq.
Example 2.7. Let h : rns Ñ rns be a Hessenberg function. The regular semisimple Hessenberg
variety HesspS, hq is a GKM manifold (cf. [12, Section III] or [38, Prosposition 5.4(1)]). The GKM
graph Γh “ pV,E, αq of HesspS, hq is given as follows.
(1) V “ Sn.
(2) pw Ñ wsj,iq P E if and only if j ă i ď hpjq.
(3) αpw Ñ wsj,iq “ twpiq ´ twpjq.
Here, sj,i is the transposition inSn exchanging j and i. Because of the equality sj,iw “ wsw´1pjq,w´1piq,
the second condition is equivalent to the following.
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213
231
123
132
312
321
h “ p2, 3, 3q
213
231
123
132
312
321
h “ p3, 3, 3q
˘pt2 ´ t1q
˘pt3 ´ t2q
˘pt3 ´ t1q
Figure 1. GKM graphs of HesspS, hq for h “ p2, 3, 3q and h “ p3, 3, 3q.
‚ pw Ñ sj,iwq P E if and only if w
´1pjq ă w´1piq ď hpw´1pjqq.
With this description, αpw Ñ sj,iwq “ ti ´ tj .
For example, suppose that n “ 3 and h “ p2, 3, 3q. For w “ 132, there are two edges starting at w.
pw Ñ ws1q “ p132Ñ 312q, pw Ñ ws2q “ p132Ñ 123q.
For each edge, the labeling is given by αp132 Ñ 312q “ t3 ´ t1 and αp132 Ñ 123q “ t2 ´ t3.
In Figure 1, we present GKM graphs of regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties for n “ 3 and
h “ p2, 3, 3q, h “ p3, 3, 3q.
Goresky–Kotwitz–MacPherson [19] provides a description of the equivariant cohomology ring of
a GKM space.
Theorem 2.8 ([19]). Let T “ pC˚qn and let pX,T q be a GKM space. Let Γ “ pV,E, αq be the
GKM graph. Then,
H˚T pX;Cq –
#
pppvqq P
à
vPV
Crt1, . . . , tns : αpv Ñ wq | ppvq ´ ppwq for all pv Ñ wq P E
+
.
Now we concentrate on the equivariant cohomology ring of a regular semisimple Hessenberg
variety. One may wonder whether there exist nice classes which form a H˚pBT q-basis of the
equivariant cohomology ring. We take a basis using the minus cell decomposition. we have the
minus cell decomposition of regular semisimple Hessenberg variety (cf. (2.8)):
(2.10) HesspS, hq “
ğ
wPSn
Ω˝w,h.
When h “ pn, . . . , nq, each cell agrees with the opposite Schubert cell Ω˝w.
The closure Ωw,h :“ Ω
˝
w,h of a minus cell Ω
˝
w,h might not be smooth even though any regular
semisimple Hessenberg variety HesspS, hq is smooth. On the other hand, since the T -fixed points are
isolated and HesspS, hq is smooth, the cycle map is an isomorphism by [5, Corollary 2 in Section 3.2]:
(2.11) clTHesspS,hq : A
˚
T pHesspS, hqqQ
–
ÝÑ H2˚T pHesspS, hq;Qq.
Moreover, we have that AT˚ pHesspS, hqq “ A
N´˚
T pHesspS, hqq where N “ dimCpHesspS, hqq. Note
that the codimension of the cell Ω˝w,h is ℓhpwq (see (2.9)). Using the cycle map, we provide the
following definition.
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213
231
123
132
312
321
ą
ą
ă
ă
ă ă
h “ p2, 3, 3q.
213
231
123
132
312
321
ą
ą
ą
ă
ă
ă
ă ă
ą
h “ p3, 3, 3q.
Figure 2. Γoh for h “ p2, 3, 3q and h “ p3, 3, 3q.
Definition 2.9. Let HesspS, hq be a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety. For w P Sn, we
define an equivariant class σw,h P H
2ℓhpwq
T pHesspS, hq;Cq to be the image of the class rΩw,hs P
AT
N´ℓhpwq
pHesspS, hqqQ “ A
ℓhpwq
T pHesspS, hqqQ under the cycle map (2.11).
Since the Hessenberg variety is decomposed by the minus cells as in (2.10), the equivariant classes
σw,h form a basis of the equivariant cohomology.
Proposition 2.10. Let HesspS, hq be a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety. Then the classes
tσw,h | w P Snu form a basis of the equivariant cohomology ring H
˚
T pHesspS, hq;Cq.
Let Γh “ pV,E, αq be the GKM graph of a regular semisimple Hessenberg variety HesspS, hq.
We consider the edges Eo Ă E such that pv Ñ wq P Eo if pv Ñ wq P E and ℓpvq ą ℓpwq. Indeed, we
choose one edge from a pair of edges v Ñ w and w Ñ v comparing the lengths of elements. With
abuse of notation, we denote by pv Ñ wq P Γoh if pv Ñ wq is an edge of the graph Γ
o
h. We present Γ
o
h
for h “ p2, 3, 3q and h “ p3, 3, 3q in Figure 2. For an equivariant cohomology class p “ pppvqqvPXT ,
the support suppppq of p is defined to be
(2.12) suppppq :“ tv P XT | ppvq ‰ 0u.
From the definition of the equivariant class σw,h, we obtain subsequent properties.
Proposition 2.11. (1) For each v P ΩTw,h, there exists a descending chain v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w in the
graph Γoh.
(2) The support supppσw,hq of σw,h is Ω
T
w,h, and σw,hpvq is homogeneous of degree ℓhpwq for
each v P ΩTw,h.
(3) σw,hpwq “
ź
pwÑvqPΓo
h
αpw Ñ vq.
In the foregoing section, we will provide a concrete description of the support supppσw,hq in
Theorem 3.5. To present a proof of Proposition 2.11, we use the following result of Brion [5].
Lemma 2.12 ([5, Theorems 4.2 and 4.5, Proposition 4.4]). Let X be a variety with an action of
T , let x P X be an isolated fixed point. Let χ1, . . . , χm be the weights of TxX, where m “ dimCpXq.
(1) There exists a unique S-linear map
ex : A
˚
T pXq Ñ
1
χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm
S
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such that exrxs “ 1 and that exrY s “ 0 for any T -invariant subvariety Y Ă X which does
not contain x.
(2) If x is an attractive point in X, that is, all weights in the tangent space TxX are contained
in some open half-space of M bZ R, then exrXs ‰ 0.
(3) For any T -invariant subvariety Y Ă X, the rational function exrY s is homogeneous of
degree p´ dimCpY qq.
(4) The point x is nonsingular in X if and only if
exrXs “
1
χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm
.
Moreover, in this case, for any T -invariant subvariety Y Ă X, we have that
rY sx “ exrY sχ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm
where rY sx denotes the pull-back of rY s by the inclusion of x into X.
To apply the above lemma, we prepare one more lemma.
Lemma 2.13. For any v P Sn, the point v P HesspS, hq is an attractive point in HesspS, hq. Indeed,
if v P Ωw,h, then v is an attractive point in Ωw,h.
Proof. Note that, in this proof, we consider that the weights are elements in M (not in S). The
weights in the tangent space Tv HesspS, hq are given by
tαpv Ñ uq | pv Ñ uq P Γhu “ tevpiq ´ evpjq | 1 ď j ă i ď hpjqu ĂM.
where e1, . . . , en are the standard basis vectors inM “ HompT,C
˚q – Zn. Suppose that a1, . . . , an P
R are numbers satisfying the inequalities avpnq ą avpn´1q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą avp1q. Consider the open half-space
Ha defined by the vector a “ pa1, . . . , anq:
Ha “ tx PM bZ R | xx, ay ą 0u.
Then, for any weight evpiq ´ evpjq in the tangent space Tv HesspS, hq, we have
xevpiq ´ evpjq, ay “ avpiq ´ avpjq ą 0.
Here, the inequality comes from the condition avpiq ą avpjq for all j ă i. Therefore, all weights in
Tv HesspS, hq are contained in the open half-space Ha. This proves that v P HesspS, hq is attractive.
For the case of Ωw,h, we obtain the same result because the set of weights in the tangent space
TvΩw,h is contained in that of Tv HesspS, hq. 
Proof of Proposition 2.11. (1) The first statement follows from the result of Carrell and Sommese [7,
Lemma 1 in Section IV].
(2) It is enough to show that the claim holds for rΩw,hs, that is, suppprΩw,hsq “ Ω
T
w,h, and rΩw,hsv
is homogeneous of degree ℓhpwq. If v R Ω
T
w,h, then
rΩw,hsv
p4q
“ evrΩw,hs ¨ χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm
p1q
“ 0 ¨ χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm “ 0
using (1) and (4) in Lemma 2.12, where χ1, . . . , χm are weights in the tangent space Tv HesspS, hq.
Moreover, since all v P ΩTw,h are attractive in Ωw,h by Lemma 2.13, we obtain evrΩw,hs ‰ 0 by
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Lemma 2.12(2). Then by Lemma 2.12(3) and (4), we have that rΩw,hsv ‰ 0 and is homogeneous of
degree dimCpHesspS, hqq ´ dimCΩw,h “ ℓhpwq. Therefore, we obtain the second statement.
(3) Note that the point wB is smooth in Ωw,h. By Lemma 2.12, we have that
rΩw,hsw “ ewrΩw,hsχ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χm “
ś
pwÑvqPΓh
αpw Ñ vqś
pwÑvqRΓo
h
αpw Ñ vq
“
ź
pwÑvqPΓo
h
αpw Ñ vq.
Here, the second equality is induced from the fact the Ωw,h is the closure of the minus cell and the
weights of TwΩ
˝
w,h are given by αpw Ñ vq for pw Ñ vq R Γ
o
h. This completes the proof of the third
statement. 
Remark 2.14. There are several attempts to find bases of the equivariant cohomology of a complex
variety with an action of T . Guillemin and Zara [22, 23] introduced ‘equivariant Thom classes’
which can be considered as the equivariant Poincare´ duals of the closures of the minus cells when
the closures are smooth. Goldin and Tolman [18] considered a similar problem for Hamiltonian
pS1qk-manifolds. However, their bases are not uniquely defined in general. Recently, Pabiniak and
Sabatini [27] defined ‘canonical bases’ for symplectic toric manifolds which are uniquely defined.
For regular semisimple Hessenberg varieties, Tymoczko [39] concentrated the case of HesspS, hq “
FℓpCnq and studied a basis called ‘Knutson–Tao classes’ which are uniquely determined. Moreover,
Teff [35, 36] studied bases of the equivariant cohomology rings of arbitrary regular semisimple
Hessenberg varieties called ‘flow-up bases’.
Our basis σw,h satisfies nice properties which are already considered in the known results. In-
deed, when HesspS, hq “ FℓpCnq, our basis coincides with the basis constructed by Tymoczko.
When HesspS, hq is toric, then our basis is the ‘canonical basis’ provided by Pabiniak and Sabatini.
Moreover, by Proposition 2.11, the basis σw,h is a ‘flow-up basis’ studied by Teff.
We enclose this subsection with a property of an equivariant cohomology class which will be used
later. The following is directly obtained by combining the equation (2.11) and Lemma 2.12(4).
Proposition 2.15. Let pX,T q be a nonsingular GKM space and let Γ “ pV,E, αq be the GKM
graph. Let Y Ă X be a T -invariant nonsingular subvariety. For v P suppprY sq, if v is smooth at
Y , then we have that
rY sv “
ź
pvÑwqPΓ,
wRsuppprY sq
αpv Ñ wq.
3. Fixed points in the closure of a minus cell
In this section, we provide a concrete formula on the support σw,h in Theorem 3.5 using the
reachability of a certain graph. In order to prove the theorem, we study an explicit description of
the minus cell Ω˝w,h and its properties in Proposition 3.11 and Theorem 3.12.
3.1. Support of σw,h.
Definition 3.1. Let h be a Hessenberg function and w P Sn. We define a directed graph Gw,h
with the vertex set rns such that for each pair of indices 1 ď j ă i ď n, there is an edge j Ñ i in
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1 2 3 4 5
(1) G24135,h.
1 2 3 4 5
(2) G15342,h.
1 2 3 4 5
(3) G12345,h.
Figure 3. Graphs Gw,h for h “ p3, 3, 4, 5, 5q.
Gw,h if and only if
(3.1) j ă i ď hpjq, wpjq ă wpiq.
Example 3.2. Suppose that n “ 5 and h “ p3, 3, 4, 5, 5q. We present the graphs G24135,h, G15342,h,
and G12345,h in Figure 3.
By the definitions of the graph Gw,h and the length ℓhpwq (see Definition 3.1 and (2.6)), and by
the dimension formula in (2.9), we obtain
#EpGw,hq “ dimC Ω
˝
w,h.
We note that the graph Ge,h agrees with the incomparability graph of the natural unit interval order
determined by the Hessenberg function h, where e is the identity element in Sn; see [30].
We say a vertex i is reachable from j if there exists a sequence of vertices v0, v1, . . . , vk such that
j “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vk´1 Ñ vk “ i. We allow the length of a sequence to be 0, that is, j is
reachable from j. Let A “ t1 ď a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak ď nu and B “ t1 ď b1 ă b2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bk ď nu be
subsets of rns. We say that A is reachable from B if there exists a permutation σ P Sk such that
aσpdq is reachable from bd for all d “ 1, . . . , k. For two vertices j and i in the graph Gw,h, the distance
dpj, iq is defined to be the length of the shortest sequences j “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vk´1 Ñ vk “ i.
We set dpj, jq “ 0 and if i is not reachable from j, then dpj, iq “ 8.
For 1 ď j ď n, we define the following set of ordered tuples.
Ij,n :“ tpi1, . . . , ijq P Z
j | 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ij ď nu.
For u P Sn, we define
upjq :“ tup1q, . . . , upjquÒ P Ij,n for 1 ď j ď n.
Here, for an j-tuple pi1, . . . , ijq of distinct integers, ti1, . . . , ijuÒ denotes the ordered j-tuple obtained
from i1, . . . , ij by arranging numbers in ascending order.
Using the reachability of the graph Gw,h, we define Jw,h,j Ă Ij,n.
(3.2) Jw,h,j :“ tpi1, . . . , ijq P Ij,n | ti1, . . . , iju is reachable from rjsu.
Example 3.3. We continue Example 3.2. Using graphs in Figure 3, we obtain the subsets Jw,h,j
as follows.
(1) When w “ 24135, we have
Jw,h,1 “ tp1q, p2qu, Jw,h,2 “ tp1, 2qu, Jw,h,3 “ tp1, 2, 3q, p1, 2, 4q, p1, 2, 5qu,
Jw,h,4 “ tp1, 2, 3, 4q, p1, 2, 3, 5q, p1, 2, 4, 5qu, Jw,h,5 “ tp1, 2, 3, 4, 5qu.
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(2) When w “ 15342, we have
Jw,h,1 “ tp1q, p2q, p3q, p4qu, Jw,h,2 “ tp1, 2q, p2, 3q, p2, 4qu, Jw,h,3 “ tp1, 2, 3q, p1, 2, 4q, p2, 3, 4qu,
Jw,h,4 “ tp1, 2, 3, 4qu, Jw,h,5 “ tp1, 2, 3, 4, 5qu.
(3) When w “ 12345, we have
Jw,h,j “ Ij,n for 1 ď j ď 5.
Using these terminologies, we define a subset of Sn which is determined by a Hessenberg func-
tion h and a permutation w P Sn.
Definition 3.4. Let h be a Hessenberg function on rns and w P Sn. We define a subset Aw,h Ă Sn
to be
Aw,h :“ tu P Sn | u
pjq P ttwpi1q, . . . , wpijquÒ | pi1, . . . , ijq P Jw,h,ju for all 1 ď j ď nu.
The subsequent theorem is a main result of this section whose proof will be given in Subsec-
tion 3.4.
Theorem 3.5. Let h be a Hessenberg function and w P Sn. Then the T -fixed points in the closure
of the minus cell is Aw,h, that is, Aw,h “ pΩw,hq
T “ supppσw,hq.
Example 3.6. We continue Example 3.3. Let h “ p3, 3, 4, 5, 5q.
(1) Suppose that w “ 24135. Then the subset Aw,h is given by
Aw,h “ t24135, 24153, 24351, 24315, 24531, 24513, 42135, 42153, 42351, 42315, 42531, 42513u.
(2) Suppose that w “ 15342. Then the subset Aw,h is given by
Aw,h “ t15342, 15432, 35142, 35412, 45132, 45312, 51342, 51432, 53142, 53412, 54132, 54312u.
(3) Suppose that w “ 12345. Then the subset Aw,h is the same as the set Sn of permutations.
3.2. Description of minus cells. By the definition of the minus cell Ω˝w,h, we have that
Ω˝w,h “ HesspS, hq X Ω
˝
w.
Note that elements in the opposite Schubert cell Ω˝w are described by
(3.3) Ω˝w “
 
g “ pgijq P GLnpCq | gwpjq,j “ 1, gi,j “ 0 if i ă wpjq or w
´1piq ă j
(
B Ă G{B.
We recall the result [13] which describes the minus cell Ω˝w,h explicitly. They consider the case
only when a Hessenberg function has the form hpiq “ i` p while their results can be extended to
all Hessenberg functions. Recall that n distinct numbers c1, . . . , cn are the diagonal entries of our
regular semisimple matrix S.
Proposition 3.7. [13, §5] Let x “ pxijq be a lower triangular matrix having 1 on its diagonal.
Then 9wx P Ω˝w,h if and only if
(1) xij “ 0 if wpiq ă wpjq;
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(2) if wpiq ą wpjq and i ą hpjq, we have
xij “
´1
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
«
i´j´1ÿ
t“1
ÿ
iąγ1ąγ2ą¨¨¨ąγtąj
p´1qtpcwpγtq ´ cwpjqqxi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j
ff
.
From the description of the minus cell, the entries xij for wpiq ą wpjq and i ď hpjq are free, i.e.,
there is no restriction on these entries. The number of such entries agrees with the dimension of
the minus cell. Using Proposition 3.7, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.8. Let x “ pxijq be a lower triangular matrix having 1 on its diagonal. Then 9wx P Ω
˝
w,h
if and only if
(1) xij “ 0 if i is not a reachable vertex from j;
(2) if i is reachable from j with dpj, iq ą 1, then
xij “
´1
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
»——–i´j´1ÿ
t“1
ÿ
γ0“iąγ1ąγ2ą¨¨¨ąγtąj“γt`1,
γℓ is reachable from γℓ`1
p´1qtpcwpγtq ´ cwpjqqxi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j
fiffiffifl .
Example 3.9. We continue Example 3.2. Let h “ p3, 3, 4, 5, 5q and x “ pxijq be a lower triangular
matrix having 1 on its diagonal.
(1) Suppose that w “ 24135. By considering the reachability of Gw,h (see Figure 3(1)), the
entries x31, x41, x51, x32, x42, x52 vanish. Moreover, three edges p1 Ñ 2q, p3 Ñ 4q, and
p4 Ñ 5q define free variables x21, x43, and x54. The variable x53 is given by the following
equation.
x53 “
´1
c5 ´ c1
“
p´1q1pc3 ´ c1qx54x43
‰
“
pc3 ´ c1qx54x43
c5 ´ c1
.
(2) Suppose that w “ 15342. By considering the reachability of Gw,h (see Figure 3(2)), the
entries x51, x32, x42, x52, x53, x54 vanish, and there are three free variables x21, x31, x43.
The variable x41 is given by the following equation.
x41 “
´1
c4 ´ c1
“
p´1q1pc3 ´ c1qx43x31
‰
“
pc3 ´ c1qx43x31
c4 ´ c1
.
(3) Suppose that w “ 12345. Then there are five free variables x21, x31, x32, x43, x54, and the
other variables are given as follows.
x41 “
´1
c4 ´ c1
“
p´1q1pc3 ´ c1qx43x31 ` p´1q
1pc2 ´ c1qx42x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx43x32x21
‰
,
x51 “
´1
c5 ´ c1
rp´1q2pc3 ´ c1qx54x43x31 ` p´1q
1pc3 ´ c1qx53x31 ` p´1q
1pc4 ´ c1qx54x41
` p´1q3pc2 ´ c1qx54x43x32x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx54x42x21s,
x42 “
´1
c4 ´ c2
rp´1q1pc3 ´ c2qx43x32s “
c3 ´ c2
c4 ´ c2
x43x32,
x52 “
´1
c5 ´ c2
rp´1q2pc3 ´ c2qx54x43x32 ` p´1q
1pc4 ´ c2qx54x42 ` p´1q
1pc3 ´ c2qx53x32s,
x53 “
´1
c5 ´ c3
rp´1q1pc4 ´ c3qx54x43s “
c4 ´ c3
c5 ´ c3
x54x43.
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3.3. Minors and reachability. In this subsection, we study the expression of xij in terms of free
variables. Applying Corollary 3.8 iteratively, one may get the expression of xij in terms of free
variables. Moreover, each path j “ γt`1 Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γ1 Ñ i “ γ0 in the graph Gw,h associates a
monomial in the expression of xij . Indeed, we have that
(3.4) xij “
ÿ
j“γt`1ÑγtÑ¨¨¨Ñγ1Ñi“γ0
a path in Gw,h
Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jqxi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j
Here, Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jq is the coefficient of the monomial xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j. Note that each coefficient
Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jq is a Laurent polynomial in variables c1, . . . , cn.
For a given path j “ γt`1 Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γ1 Ñ i “ γ0 in the graph Gw,h, we call it minimal if
there are no other edges γℓ Ñ γℓ1 for ℓ
1 ´ ℓ ą 1. For example, the path 1 Ñ 2 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 in the
graph G12345,p3,3,4,5,5q is not minimal because there is an edge 1 Ñ 3. See Figure 3(3). We note
that there is a minimal path from j to i if i is reachable from j. We will see in Proposition 3.11
that if i is reachable from j, then xij is not identically zero, indeed, one of the coefficients in
the expression (3.4) is not identically zero as a Laurent polynomial in variables c1, . . . , cn. Before
presenting the statement, we provide an example.
Example 3.10. We continue Example 3.9(3). Substituting the expression of x42 in x41, we have
the following.
x41 “
´1
c4 ´ c1
“
p´1q1pc3 ´ c1qx43x31 ` p´1q
1pc2 ´ c1qx42x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx43x32x21
‰
“
´1
c4 ´ c1
„
p´1q1pc3 ´ c1qx43x31 ` p´1q
1pc2 ´ c1q ¨
pc3 ´ c2qx43x32
c4 ´ c2
x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx43x32x21

“
c3 ´ c1
c4 ´ c1
x43x31 ´
pc2 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c3q
pc4 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c2q
x43x32x21.
There are two paths 1 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 and 1 Ñ 2 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 connecting 1 and 4 in the graph Gw,h (see
Figure 3(3)), and these paths define monomials x43x31 and x43x32x21. Considering the coefficients
Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jq in (3.4), we obtain
Cp1, 3, 4q “
c3 ´ c1
c4 ´ c1
, Cp1, 2, 3, 4q “ ´
pc2 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c3q
pc4 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c2q
.
Here, we notice that the path 1Ñ 3Ñ 4 is minimal while 1Ñ 2Ñ 3Ñ 4 is not.
Substituting x53, x41, and x42 to x51, we have that
x51 “
´1
c5 ´ c1
rp´1q2pc3 ´ c1qx54x43x31 ` p´1q
1pc3 ´ c1qx53x31 ` p´1q
1pc4 ´ c1qx54x41
` p´1q3pc2 ´ c1qx54x43x32x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx54x42x21s
“
´1
c5 ´ c1
”
pc3 ´ c1qx54x43x31 ` p´1q
1pc3 ´ c1q
c4 ´ c3
c5 ´ c3
x54x43x31
` p´1q1pc4 ´ c1qx54
ˆ
c3 ´ c1
c4 ´ c1
x43x31 ´
pc2 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c3q
pc4 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c2q
x43x32x21
˙
` p´1q3pc2 ´ c1qx54x43x32x21 ` p´1q
2pc2 ´ c1qx54
c3 ´ c2
c4 ´ c2
x43x32x21
ı
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“
pc4 ´ c3qpc3 ´ c1q
pc5 ´ c1qpc5 ´ c3q
x54x43x31
`
´1
c5 ´ c1
„
pc2 ´ c1qpc4 ´ c3q
c4 ´ c2
´ pc2 ´ c1q ` pc2 ´ c1q
c3 ´ c2
c4 ´ c2

x54x43x32x21
“
pc4 ´ c3qpc3 ´ c1q
pc5 ´ c1qpc5 ´ c3q
x54x43x31.
There are two paths 1 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 Ñ 5 and 1 Ñ 2 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 Ñ 5 connecting 1 and 5, they define
monomials x54x43x31 and x54x43x32x21. Their coefficients are given by
Cp1, 3, 4, 5q “
pc4 ´ c3qpc3 ´ c1q
pc5 ´ c1qpc5 ´ c3q
, Cp1, 2, 3, 4, 5q “ 0.
Substituting x42 and x53 to x52, we have that
x52 “
´1
c5 ´ c2
rp´1q2pc3 ´ c2qx54x43x32 ` p´1q
1pc4 ´ c2qx54x42 ` p´1q
1pc3 ´ c2qx53x32s
“
´1
c5 ´ c2
rp´1q2pc3 ´ c2qx54x43x32 ` p´1q
1pc4 ´ c2qx54
c3 ´ c2
c4 ´ c2
x43x32
` p´1q1pc3 ´ c2q
c4 ´ c3
c5 ´ c3
x54x43x32s
“
pc4 ´ c3qpc3 ´ c2q
pc5 ´ c2qpc5 ´ c3q
x54x43x32.
There are one path 2 Ñ 3 Ñ 4 Ñ 5 connecting 2 and 5 in the graph Gw,h, and the corresponding
coefficient Cp2, 3, 4, 5q is given by
Cp2, 3, 4, 5q “
pc4 ´ c3qpc3 ´ c2q
pc5 ´ c2qpc5 ´ c3q
.
Proposition 3.11. Let x “ pxijq be a lower triangular matrix having 1 on its diagonal. Suppose
that 9wx P Ω˝w,h and i is reachable from j. For a minimal path γt`1 “ j Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γ1 Ñ i “ γ0,
the coefficient Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jq of the monomial xi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j in the expression (3.4) is given
as follows:
pcwpγ1q ´ cwpγ2qqpcwpγ2q ´ cwpγ3qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpγtq ´ cwpγt`1qq
pcwpγ0q ´ cwpγt`1qqpcwpγ0q ´ cwpγtqq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpγ0q ´ cwpγ2qq
.
Indeed, xij is not identically zero if i is reachable from j.
Proof. To get the coefficient of a certain monomial, we substitute xk,l “ 0 for variables which does
not appear in the monomial. Indeed, for a given minimal path j Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γt Ñ i, we set
I “ txi,γ1 , xγ1,γ2 , . . . , xγt,ju. Then, we have that
xi,j|txk,l“0|xk,lRIu “ Cpi, γ1, . . . , γt, jqxi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j .
We use an induction on t, which is one less than the length of the minimal path. Suppose that
t “ 0, i.e., there is an edge j Ñ i in the graph Gw,h. In this case, xij itself is a free variable, and
the result follows. Suppose that t “ 1. Then, by Corollary 3.8(2), we have that
xij |txk,l“0|xk,lRIu “
´1
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
p´1q1pcwpγq ´ cwpjqqxi,γxγ,j “
cwpγq ´ cwpjq
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
xi,γxγ,j.
Therefore, the proposition holds.
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Now, for t ą 1, we assume that the above proposition holds for any path having the length less
than t. We claim the following. Suppose that we have a minimal path j Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γ1 Ñ i
in Gw,h. Then, for every nonempty subset S “ ts1, . . . , sku Ă rt´ 1s, we have that
(3.5)
rpcwpγtq´cwpjqqxi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,γtxγt,j´pcwpγsk q´cwpjqqxi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,js
ˇˇ
txk,l“0|xk,lRIu
“ 0.
By the induction assumption, using the minimal path j Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γsk`1 Ñ γsk , we have that
xγsk ,j|txk,l“0|xk,lRIu “
pcwpγsk`1q ´ cwpγsk`2qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpγtq ´ cwpjqq
pcwpγsk q ´ cwpjqqpcwpγsk q ´ cwpγtqq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpγsk q ´ cwpγsk`2qq
xγsk ,γsk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j
“
cwpγtq ´ cwpjq
cwpγsk q
´ cwpjq
xγsk ,γtxγt,j.
(3.6)
Here, the second equality comes from by applying the induction hypothesis to the path γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
γsk`1 Ñ γsk . Using the equality (3.6), we prove the claim (3.5).
We present a proof using the equality (3.5). Suppose that j Ñ γt Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ γ1 Ñ i is a minimal
path. Then the terms in Corollary 3.8(2) contributing to the monomial xi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,j are given
as follows.
‚ xi,γtxγt,j;
‚ for any nonempty subset ts1, . . . , sku Ă rt´ 1s,
xi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,γtxγt,j and xi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,j.
By summing up all terms above with appropriate coefficients, we have that
´1
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
« ÿ
H‰ts1,...,skuĂrt´1s
tp´1qk`1pcwpγtq ´ cwpjqqxi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,γtxγt,j
` p´1qkpcwpγsk q ´ cwpjqqxi,γs1xγs1 ,γs2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγsk ,ju
` p´1qpcwpγtq ´ cwpjqqxi,γtxγt,j
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
txk,l“0|xk,lRIu
“
cwpγtq ´ cwpjq
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
xi,γtxγt,j
“
cwpγtq ´ cwpjq
cwpiq ´ cwpjq
¨
pcwpγ1q ´ cwpγ2qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpγt´1q ´ cwpγtqq
pcwpiq ´ cwpγtqq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpiq ´ cwpγ2qq
xi,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt´1,γtxγt,j.
Here, the first equality comes from the equation (3.5). This proves the proposition. 
Let A “ t1 ď a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak ď nu and B “ t1 ď b1 ă b2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bk ď nu be subsets of rns.
For an element x “ pxijq P GLnpCq, we define pA,Bpxq to be the k ˆ k minor of x with row indices
A and the column indices B, that is,
(3.7) pA,Bpxq :“ detpxa,bqaPA,bPB .
Theorem 3.12. Let h : rns Ñ rns be a Hessenberg function and w P Sn. Let A “ t1 ď a1 ă
a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak ď nu and B “ t1 ď b1 ă b2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bk ď nu be subsets of rns. Then there exists
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n distinct numbers c1, . . . , cn satisfying the following: If we set a regular semisimple matrix S to
be the diagonal matrix diagpc1, . . . , cnq, then for a lower triangular matrix x “ pxi,jq having 1 on
its diagonal and satisfying 9wx P Ω˝w,h, we have that pA,Bpxq is not identically zero as a polynomial
with the free variables txi,j | pj Ñ iq P Gw,hu if and only if A is reachable from B.
Proof. We first note that by Corollary 3.8 (2) and Proposition 3.11, we have that xi,j “ 0 if and
only if i is not reachable from j. This proves the theorem for k “ 1.
Now we consider the ‘only if’ part of the statement: if A is not reachable from B, then pA,Bpxq
is identically zero. By the definition of reachability, for every σ P Sk, there exists an index dσ P rks
such that aσpdσq is not reachable from bdσ . Accordingly, we have xaσpdσq,bσ “ 0. Therefore, we have
that
pA,Bpxq “
ÿ
σPSk
sgnpσq
kź
d“1
xaσpdq,bd “
ÿ
σPSk
0 “ 0.
Here, the second equality comes from xaσpdσq,bσ “ 0. This proves the only if part of the statement.
To prove ‘if’ part of the statement, we use an induction argument on |A| “ |B| “ k. We already
have seen that the statement holds when k “ 1. Suppose that k ą 1 and assume that the claim
holds for subsets A and B satisfying |A| “ |B| ă k. Because of the description in Corollary 3.8 (2),
we have that
(3.8) the entry xi,j is expressed by free variables xγ,γ1 such that j ď γ
1 ă γ ď i.
Let ap be the maximal element in A which is reachable from b1 and Aztapu is reachable from Bztb1u,
i.e., xai,b1 “ 0 for i ą p and pAztapu,Bztb1upxq is not identically zero. There are two possibilities:
pb1 Ñ apq P Gw,h or pb1 Ñ apq R Gw,h. We consider the case that b1 Ñ ap is an edge in Gw,h first.
Considering the first column and the respective minors, we have that
(3.9) pA,Bpxq “
kÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1xai,b1 ¨ pAztaiu,Bztb1upxq “
pÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1xai,b1 ¨ pAztaiu,Bztb1upxq.
Then, the term xap,b1 ¨ pAztapu,Bztb1upxq is not identically zero by the induction argument and it is
the only term having xap,b1 because of (3.8). Therefore, pA,Bpxq is not identically zero.
Before considering the remaining case, we observe the following. Suppose that σ P Sk satisfies
that aσpdq is reachable from bd for all d P rks. Applying Proposition 3.11 for the variables xaσpdq,bd ,
we have that the product
śk
d“1 xaσpdq,bd has a monomial of the following form:
Fσpcq
pcwpaσp1qq ´ cwpb1qqGσpcq
X1 ¨ ¨ ¨Xk,
where Xd, 1 ď d ď k, is a monomial of free variables given by a certain minimal path bd Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
aσpdq, and moreover, Fσpcq and Gσpcq are not identically zero polynomials in variables c1, . . . , cn.
Here, we notice that Fσpcq is not divisible by pcwpaσp1qq ´ cwpb1qq, and moreover, in the polynomial
Gσpcq, the variable cwpb1q cannot appear because Gσpcq consists of variables appearing in paths
bd Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ aσpdq and b1 is the smallest value in B. Therefore, we have that
(3.10) pcwpaq ´ cwpb1qq ∤ Gσpcq for a P A.
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Using the above observation, we consider the remaining case: pb1 Ñ apq R Gw,h. In the expres-
sion (3.9), we have a monomial of the form
p´1qp`1F pcq
pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qqGpcq
X
coming from p´1qp`1xap,b1 ¨ pAztapu,Bztb1upxq. If the summation
ř
iăpp´1q
i`1xai,b1 ¨ pAztaiu,Bztb1upxq
does not have the monomial X, then this monomial is not identically zero since F pcq is not identi-
cally zero as a polynomial in variables c1, . . . , cn.
Suppose that the summation
ř
iăpp´1q
i`1xai,b1 ¨ pAztaiu,Bztb1upxq have the monomial X. Then
the coefficient of X in pA,Bpxq is written by
p´1qp`1F pcq
pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qqGpcq
`
Jpcq
Kpcq
“
p´1qp`1F pcqKpcq ` pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qqGpcqJpcq
pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qqGpcqKpcq
.
for appropriate not identically zero polynomials Jpcq and Kpcq. Note that
Kpcq “ pcwpaσ1p1qq
´ cwpb1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pcwpaσℓp1qq
´ cwpb1qqGσ1pcq ¨ ¨ ¨Gσℓpcq
for some permutations σ1, . . . , σℓ satisfying σ1p1q, . . . , σℓp1q ă p. Accordingly, we have that pcwpapq´
cwpb1qq ∤ Kpcq because of (3.10). Since pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qq ∤ F pcq, the polynomial p´1q
p`1F pcqKpcq `
pcwpapq ´ cwpb1qqGpcqJpcq is not identically zero as a polynomial in variables c1, . . . , cn. Hence the
result follows. 
Remark 3.13. Following the proof of Theorem 3.12, one may see that the set of distinct numbers
c1, . . . , cn satisfying the theorem is a dense subset. We believe that this subset is the whole set
while we couldn’t find a proof of this.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first notice that the equivariant cohomology of Hessenberg
variety HesspS, hq does not depend on a choice of S as we have seen in the description of the
GKM graph in Example 2.7. Indeed, for any regular semisimple elements S and S1, we have
H˚T pHesspS, hqq – H
˚
T pHesspS
1, hqq. Accordingly, it is enough to consider a certain regular semisim-
ple element S to provide a proof. From now on, we suppose that S satisfies Theorem 3.12, that is,
for a given lower triangular matrix x satisfying 9wx P Ω˝w,h, a minor pA,Bpxq is not identically zero
if and only if A is reachable from B.
To give a proof of Theorem 3.5, we recall the Plu¨cker embedding of G{B. For an element
g “ pgijq P G “ GLnpCq and i “ pi1, . . . , ijq P Ij,n, the ith Plu¨cker coordinate pipgq of g is given by
the j ˆ j minor of g with row indices i1, . . . , ij and the column indices 1, . . . , j. That is, with the
notation (3.9), we have that
(3.11) pipgq “ pi,rjspgq.
The Plu¨cker embedding ψ is defined to be
ψ : G{B Ñ
n´1ź
j“1
CP p
n
jq´1, gB ÞÑ
n´1ź
j“1
ppipgqqiPIj,n .
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The Plu¨cker embedding ψ is well-defined, and it is T -equivariant with respect to the action of T
on
śn´1
j“1 CP
pnjq´1 given by
pt1, . . . , tnq ¨ ppiqiPIj,n :“ pti1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tij ¨ piqiPIj,n
for pt1, . . . , tnq P T and i “ pi1, . . . , ijq.
Example 3.14. Suppose that G “ GL3pCq. For an element g “ pgijq P G, the image ψpgBq is
given by
prp1pgq, p2pgq, p3pgqs, rp12pgq, p13pgq, p23pgqsq
“ prg11, g21, g31s, rg11g22 ´ g21g12, g11g32 ´ g31g12, g21g32 ´ g31g22sq.
Before presenting a proof of Theorem 3.5, we recall the following result of Gelfand and Serganova [17].
Lemma 3.15 ([17, Proposition 5.2.1]). Let gB P G{B, and let
Lg “
#
i P
nď
j“1
Ij,n | pipgq ‰ 0
+
.
Then, for u P Sn, a point 9uB is contained in T ¨ gB if and only if u
pjq P Lg for all 1 ď j ď n´ 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first recall Theorem 3.12. Let x “ pxi,jq be a lower triangular matrix
having 1 on its diagonal. Suppose that 9wx P Ω˝w,h. Then, for i “ pi1, . . . , ijq P Ij,n, pipxq is not iden-
tically zero if and only if ti1, . . . , iju is reachable from rjs. Moreover, pkp 9wxq is not identically zero
if and only if k “ twpi1q, . . . , wpijquÒ for some ti1, . . . , iju which is reachable from rjs. Therefore,
there exists a point 9wx P Ω˝w,h such that
L 9wx “
nď
j“1
ttwpi1q, . . . , wpijquÒ| pi1, . . . , ijq P Jw,h,ju.
By Lemma 3.15, a point 9uB is contained in the closure T ¨ p 9wxqB if and only if upjq P ttwpi1q, . . . , wpijquÒ|
pi1, . . . , ijq P Jw,h,ju for all 1 ď j ď n´ 1. This proves the theorem. 
4. Symmetric group action
4.1. H˚T pG{Bq. In [39] Tymoczko defines an action of the symmetric group Sn on the equivariant
cohomologyH˚T pG{Bq as follows. For u P Sn and σ “ pσpvqqvPSn P H
˚
T pG{Bq Ă
À
vPSn
Crt1, . . . , tns,
pu ¨ σqpvq :“ pσpu´1vqqptup1q, . . . , tupnqq.
Geometrically, this action corresponds to the action of the symmetric group Sn on G{B given by
u ¨ rgs “ ru´1gs for u P Sn and rgs P G{B (Corollary 2.10 of [39]).
The edge set of the GKM graph of the full flag variety G{B (“ the Bruhat graph of Sn) consists
of pw Ñ vq satisfying that v “ wsjk and ℓpwq ą ℓpvq. The symbol w Ñ v means that the pair
pw, vq satisfies these conditions.
Proposition 4.1 (Proposition 6.2 of [5], Proposition 3.5 of [39]). Assume that HesspS, hq is the
full flag variety G{B of type A.
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(1) If siw Ñ w, then sirXws ´ rXws “ 0.
(2) If w Ñ siw, then sirXws ´ rXws “ pti`1 ´ tiqrXsiws.
We recall how to prove Proposition 4.1 following the proof in [5]. Let X be a variety with an
action of a complex torus T . Let M be the character group of T and S be the character ring of T .
Then S acts on the equivariant Chow group AT˚ pXq of X. For details, see Section 2.1 of [5].
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 2.1 of [5]). Let X be a variety with an action of a complex torus T . Then
the S-module AT˚ pXq is generated by the classes rY s of closed T -invariant subvarieties Y of X with
relations
rdivY pfqs ´ χrY s
where f is a non-constant rational function on Y which is a T -eigenvector of weight χ.
Lemma 4.3 (cf. Section 6.2 of [5]). Assume that HesspS, hq is the full flag variety. Let Xw “
B 9wB{B and let Pα :“ B \B 9sαB be the minimal parabolic subgroup associated to a simple root α.
(1) If w Ñ sαw, then PαXw “ Xw.
(2) If sαw Ñ w, then ϕ : Pα ˆB Xw Ñ PαXw is a birational morphism.
Sketch of the proof of Proposition 4.1. Consider
Z :“ Pα ˆB Xw
π

ϕ
// PαXw
P1 » Pα{B
where ϕprp, xsq “ px for p P Pα and x P Xw and πprp, xsq “ pB{B P Pα{B.
Applying Theorem 4.2 to π : Z Ñ P1, we get
´αrZs “ ´rιpXwqs ` sαrιpXwqs,
where ι : Xw Ñ Z is the inclusion map. Then Lemma 4.3 implies that
sαrXws ´ rXws “
$&%0 if w Ñ sαw,´αrPαXws if sαw Ñ w.

4.2. H˚T pHesspS, hqq. As in the case when HesspS, hq is the full flag variety G{B of type A, the
symmetric group Sn acts on H
˚
T pHesspS, hqq for any Hessenberg function h: For u P Sn and
σ P
À
vPSn
Crt1, . . . , tns, if σ P H
˚
T pHesspS, hqq then u ¨ σ P H
˚
T pHesspS, hqq (cf. [38, §4.2]). We
remark that the symmetric group Sn does not act on HesspS, hq invariantly, so that it does not act
on the family of T -invariant subvarieties of HesspS, hq. In other words, the translate of a T -invariant
subvariety of HesspS, hq by an element of Sn is not necessarily contained in HesspS, hq.
Let w, v P Sn be such that v “ wsjk and ℓpwq ą ℓpvq. Then pw Ñ vq is contained in the edge
set of the GKM graph of the full flag variety G{B (“ the Bruhat graph of Sn). By w Ñ v we
mean that pw Ñ vq is contained in the edge set of the GKM graph of HesspS, hq, and by w 99K v
we mean that pw Ñ vq is not contained in the edge set of the GKM graph of HesspS, hq.
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1 2 3 4
(1) G4123,h.
1 2 3 4
(2) G3124,h.
Figure 4. h “ p2, 4, 4, 4q and 4123
s3
99K 3124.
1 2 3 4
(1) G1342,h.
1 2 3 4
(2) G1243,h.
Figure 5. h “ p2, 4, 4, 4q and 1342
s2Ñ 1243.
Lemma 4.4. Let w P Sn and let si be a simple reflection.
(1) If w 99K siw, then EpGw,hq “ EpGsiw,hq and ℓhpsiwq “ ℓhpwq (see Figure 4).
(2) If w Ñ siw, then EpGsiw,hq “ EpGw,hq Y tw
´1pi ` 1q Ñ w´1piqu and ℓhpwq “ ℓhpsiwq ` 1
(see Figure 5).
Proof. Assume that ℓpwq ą ℓpsiwq. Then j :“ w
´1pi` 1q ă w´1piq “: k. Furthermore, pw Ñ siwq
is contained in the edge set of the GKM graph of HesspS, hq if and only if k ď hpjq, or equivalently,
there is an edge j Ñ k in Gsiw,h. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.5. Let w P Sn and si be a simple reflection. If w 99K siw or siw 99K w, then
siσw,h “ σsiw,h.
Proof. Assume that w 99K siw. Then w
´1pi ` 1q ă w´1piq and w´1piq ą hpw´1pi ` 1qq. We will
show that siΩw,h “ Ωsiw,h. Recall that we have a coordinate chart X “ pxa bq P L
` ÞÑ wX P
twX P G : X “ pxa bq P L
`u{B of G{B around w, where L` is the unipotent part of B´. By
Proposition 3.7,
w´1Ω˝w “ tpxa bq P L
` : xa b “ 0 for all pa, bq with wpaq ă wpbqu
and
w´1Ω˝w,h “ tpxa bq P w
´1Ω˝w : fa,b “ 0 for all pa, bq with a ą hpbqu,
where
fa,b “ pcwpaq ´ cwpbqqxa b `
a´b´1ÿ
t“1
ÿ
aąγ1ąγ2ą¨¨¨ąγtąb
p´1qtpcwpγtq ´ cwpbqqxa,γ1xγ1,γ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xγt,b.
By Lemma 4.4, we have w´1Ω˝w,h “ psiwq
´1Ω˝siw,h and thus siΩw,h “ Ωsiw,h. 
Let w P Sn and si be a simple reflection such that w Ñ siw. Then the Bia lynicki-Birula
decomposition of Ωsiw,h is given by
Ωsiw,h “
ğ
vPΩT
siw,h
pΩ˝v X Ωsiw,hq.
For u P ΩTsiw,h, define Tu by the closure of T
˝
u :“ Ω
˝
u X Ωsiw,h. Then Tu is irreducible because it is
the closure of an affine cell. Let τu denote the equivariant class in H
˚
T pHesspS, hqq induced by Tu.
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4321
4312 4231 3421
4132
4213
3412
2431
3241
1432 4123 2413 3142 2341 3214
1423
1342
2143 3124 2314
1243
1324
2134
1234
4321
4312 4231 3421
4132
4213
3412
2431
3241
1432 4123 2413 3142 2341 3214
1423
1342
2143 3124 2314
1243
1324
2134
1234
t1 ´ t2 t1 ´ t3 t1 ´ t4 t2 ´ t3 t2 ´ t4 t3 ´ t4
Figure 6. GKM graphs of HesspS, hq for h “ p2, 4, 4, 4q and h “ p2, 3, 4, 4q.
Proposition 4.6. Let w P Sn and let si be a simple reflection.
(1) If siw Ñ w, then siσw,h ´ σw,h “ 0.
(2) If wÑ siw, then si pσw,h `
ř
vPA τvq ´ pσw,h `
ř
vPA τvq “ pti`1 ´ tiqσsiw,h, where A is the
set of all u P ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w such that dim Tu “ dimΩw,h, u 99K siu and siu R Ω
T
w.
Note that we already provided a combinatorial description of ΩTw,h in Theorem 3.5.
Example 4.7. We demonstrate si-action on σw,h when w Ñ siw. (See Figure 6.)
Since Ω˝u X Ωsiw,h Ă Ωu,h, if dimΩ
˝
u X Ωsiw,h “ dimΩw,h, then dimΩu,h ě dimΩw,h. Let
rA be
the set of all u P ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w such that u 99K siu and siu R Ω
T
w and dimΩu,h ě dimΩw,h. Then,
A “ tu P rA : dimpΩ˝u,h X Ωsiw,hq “ dimΩw,hu.
(1) Let h “ p2, 4, 4, 4q and w “ 2143 and i “ 1. Then we have
pt2 ´ t1qσ1243,h “ s1pσ2143,h ` σ2413,h ` σ2341,hq ´ pσ2143,h ` σ2413,h ` σ2341,hq.
In this case, ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w “ t2143, 2413, 2341, 3142, 4213, 3412u andrA “ t2413, 2341u “ A.
For u P A, Tu “ Ωu,h.
(2) Let h “ p2, 4, 4, 4q and w “ 1423 and i “ 3. Then we have
pt4 ´ t3qσ1324,h “ s3pσ1423,h ` s1σ4213,hq ´ pσ1423,h ` s1σ4213,hq
and s1σ4213,h “ σ4213,h ` pt2 ´ t1qσ4123,h.
In this case, ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w “ t1423, 1432, 4123, 4132, 4312, 4321, 3412, 3421u andrA “ t1432, 4123u Ą A “ t4123u.
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For u “ 4123 P A, Tu “ s1Ω4213,h.
(3) Let h “ p2, 3, 4, 4q and w “ 2143 and i “ 1. Then we have
pt2 ´ t1qσ1243,h “ s1pσ2143,h ` s13σ2431,hq ´ pσ2143,h ` s13σ2431,hq
and s13σ2431,h “ σ2431,h ` pt3 ´ t1qσ2413,h.
In this case, ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w “ t2143, 2413, 4213u andrA “ t2413u “ A.
For u “ 2413 P A, Tu “ s13Ω2431,h.
(4) Let h “ p2, 3, 4, 4q and w “ 1324 and i “ 2. Then we have
pt3 ´ t2qσ1234,h “ s2pσ1324,h ` σ1342,h ` σ3124,h ` σ3412,hq ´ pσ1324,h ` σ1342,h ` σ3124,h ` σ3412,hq.
In this case, ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w “ t1324, 1342, 3124, 3412, 3142, 4312, 3421u andrA “ t1342, 3124, 3412u “ A.
For u P A, Tu “ Ωu,h.
We will give a more detailed description of the action of simple reflections when h “ p2, 3, . . . , n, nq
in Proposition 5.11.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.6. Let α be a simple root. The minimal parabolic subgroup P´α as-
sociated to α containing B´ is defined by P´α “ B
´\B´ 9sαB
´, where sα is the simple reflection as-
sociated to α. Then P´α {B
´ is isomorphic to CP1 and is decomposed as B´{B´ \U´α 9sαB
´{B´ »
ta pointu \ C, where U´α is the root group of root ´α. Denote by 0 the point B
´{B´ and by 8
the point 9sαB
´{B´.
As in the previous section, consider Z :“ P´α ˆB´ Ωw and two maps ϕ and π:
Z “ P´α ˆB´ Ωw
π

ϕ
// P´α Ωw
P´α {B
´
where ϕprp, xsq “ px for p P P´α and x P Ωw and πprp, xsq “ pB
´{B´ P P´α {B
´. Then P´α ˆB´ Ω
˝
w
is the disjoint union
ppB´ 9sαB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
wq \ pB
´ ˆB´ Ω
˝
wq.
Under the map ϕ, the image of pB´ 9sαB
´qˆB´Ω
˝
w is U´α 9sαΩ
˝
w and the image of B
´ˆB´Ω
˝
w is Ω
˝
w.
(´) If ℓpsαwq “ ℓpwq´ 1, then U´α 9sαΩ
˝
w is Ω
˝
sαw
. In this case, ϕ maps pB´ 9sαB
´qˆB´ Ω
˝
w onto
Ω˝sαw of the same dimension.
(`) If ℓpsαwq “ ℓpwq ` 1, then Ω
˝
w is U´α 9sαΩ
˝
sαw
, and thus U´α 9sαΩ
˝
w is U´α 9sαU´α 9sαΩ
˝
sαw
.
From
U´α 9sαU´α 9sαΩ
˝
sαw “ pU´α \ U´α 9sαU´αqΩ
˝
sαw “ Ω
˝
sαw \ Ω
˝
w
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it follows that U´α 9sαΩ
˝
w is Ω
˝
sαw \ Ω
˝
w. In this case, ϕ maps pB
´
9sαB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
w onto
Ω˝sαw \ Ω
˝
w of dimension less by one.
The action of T on Z “ P´α ˆB´ Ωw is given as follows: For t P T , b P P
´
α and x P Ωw,
t ¨ rb, xs “ rtb, xs “ rtbt´1, txs.
Thus the map ϕ is T -equivariant. The fixed point set ZT is
tr 9sα, vs : v P Ω
T
wu Y tre, vs : v P Ω
T
wu
and Z can be written as the union¨˝ ğ
vPΩTw
pB´ 9sαB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
v
‚˛\
¨˝ ğ
vPΩTw
B´ ˆB´ Ω
˝
v
‚˛,
which is the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition of Z.
Furthermore, (`) and (´) in the above hold also for v P ΩTw:
(`v) If ℓpsαvq “ ℓpvq ` 1, then ϕ maps pB
´
9sαB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
v onto Ω
˝
sαv
Y Ω˝v Ă Ωv.
(´v) If ℓpsαvq “ ℓpvq ´ 1, then ϕ maps pB
´
9sαB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
v onto Ω
˝
sαv
biholomorphically.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We will use the notation si for the simple reflection sα and P
´
i for the
corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup P´α .
(1) Assume that siw Ñ w, that is, the edge psiw Ñ wq is contained in the edge set of the GKM
graph of HesspS, hq. Then ℓhpwq “ ℓhpsiwq´1 by Lemma 4.4 (2), that is, dimΩsiw,h “ dimΩw,h´1.
Let Z 1 be the closure of ϕ´1pΩ˝w X HesspS, hqq in Z and let ϕ
1 and π1 denote the restriction of ϕ
and π to Z 1:
Z 1 :“ ϕ´1pΩ˝w,hq
π1

ϕ1
// Ωw,h
P´i {B
´
Applying Theorem 4.2 to Z 1 and ϕ1 as in the previous section, we have
ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs “ 0.
Furthermore, the divisors ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs and ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs are given by r 9siΩw,hs and rΩw,hs. Therefore,
we have
siσw,h ´ σw,h “ 0.
(2) Assume that w Ñ siw, that is, the edge pw Ñ siwq is contained in the edge set of the GKM
graph of HesspS, hq. Then ℓhpwq “ ℓhpsiwq`1 by Lemma 4.4 (2), that is, dimΩsiw,h “ dimΩw,h`1.
Let Z 1 be the closure of ϕ´1pΩ˝siw XHesspS, hqq in Z and let ϕ
1 and π1 denote the restriction of ϕ
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and π to Z 1:
Z 1 :“ ϕ´1pΩ˝siw,hq
π1

ϕ1
// Ωsiw,h
P´i {B
´
Applying Theorem 4.2 to Z 1 and ϕ1 as in the previous section, we have
ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs “ ´ασsiw,h.
It remains to describe the divisors ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs and ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs in Ωw,h, that is, irreducible compo-
nents of π1´1p8q of dimension dimΩw,h whose images by ϕ have the same dimension, and irreducible
components of π1´1p0q of dimension dimΩw,h.
Since Z 1 is invariant under the action of T , the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition of Z 1 is given by
Z 1 “
˜ ğ
vPA8
`
pB´ 9siB
´q ˆB´ Ω
˝
v
˘
X Z 1
¸
\
˜ ğ
uPA0
`
B´ ˆB´ Ω
˝
u
˘
X Z 1
¸
,
where A8 “ tu P Ω
T
w | siu P Ω
T
siw,h
u and A0 “ tu P Ω
T
w | u P Ω
T
siw,h
u. For v P A8 and u P A0, putrT ˝8,v :“ `pB´ 9siB´q ˆB´ Ω˝v˘X Z 1 and rT ˝0,u :“ `B´ ˆB´ Ω˝u˘X Z 1
and put rT8,v and rT0,u to be their closures in Z 1. Then, rT ˝8,w is the unique cell in Z 1 of maximal
dimension dimΩsiw,h and other cells
rT ˝0,u for all u P A0 and rT ˝8,v for all v P A8ztwu have dimension
less than or equal to dimΩw,h. Note that rT8,w X π1´1p8q “ trsα, xs : x P Ωw,hu is an irreducible
component of π1´1p8q and rT0,w “ tre, xs : x P Ωw,hu is an irreducible component of π1´1p0q.
Furthermore, any irreducible component of π1´1p0q other than rT0,w is of the form rT0,u, where u P A0
satisfies dim rT0,u “ dimΩw,h, and any irreducible component of π1´1p8q other than rT8,wXπ1´1p8q
is of the form rT8,vXπ1´1p8q, where v P A8 satisfies dimprT8,vXπ1´1p8qq “ dimΩw,h. Consequently,
rπ1
´1
p0qs “
ÿ
uPA1
0
rrT0,us
where A10 :“ tu P A0 : dim
rT0,u “ dimΩw,hu, and
rπ1
´1
p8qs “
ÿ
vPA18
rrT8,v X π1´1p8qs
where A18 :“ tv P A8 : dimp
rT8,v X π1´1p8qq “ dimΩw,hu.
Lemma 4.8. Assume that w Ñ siw. Then, A8 “ A0. In other words, for u P Ω
T
w, we have
u P ΩTsiw,h ðñ siu P Ω
T
siw,h
.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 4.8, which will use the description of ΩTsiw,h in Theorem 3.5,
until the end of this section, and proceed the proof of Proposition 4.6(2).
If u is an element of A0 with dim rT0,u “ dimΩw,h, then u is an element of A8 by Lemma 4.8,
and rT8,u X π1´1p8q “ trsα, xs : x P rT0,uu is an irreducible component of π1´1p8q. Conversely, if v
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is an element of A8 with dimprT8,v X π1´1p8qq “ dimΩw,h, then by Lemma 4.8, v is an element
of A0. Write rT8,v “ trsi, xs : x P T u where T is a subvariety of Ωw. Then tre, xs : x P T u is an
irreducible component of π1´1p0q. Therefore, we have A10 “ A
1
8.
In the remaining part of the proof, we will show that it is enough to consider the subset A in
the statement of the proposition. Let u P A10.
1. If ℓpsiuq ą ℓpuq, then siu P Ω
T
w, and thus siu P A8. By Lemma 4.8, siu belongs to A0.
(a) If siuÑ u, then we have ϕ
1
˚rrT8,u X π1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rrT0,us “ 0.
(b) If siu 99K u, then dim rT0,siu “ dim rT0,u, and thus dim rT0,siu “ dimΩw,h. Consequently,
both u and siu are contained in A
1
0. Since siu 99K u, π
1 maps rT8,u and rT8,siu to t8u,
that is, rT8,u and rT8,siu are contained in π1´1p8q. It follows that ϕ1˚rrT8,uXπ1´1p8qs “
rTsius and ϕ
1
˚r
rT8,siu X π1´1p8qs “ rTsisius “ rTus, and that
pϕ1˚rrT8,u X π1´1p8qs ` ϕ1˚rrT8,siu X π1´1p8qsq ´ pϕ1˚rrT0,us ` ϕ1˚rrT0,siusq
“ prTsius ` rTusq ´ prTus ` rTsiusq
“ 0.
Therefore, the pair pu, siuq does not contribute to ϕ
1
˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs.
2. If ℓpsiuq ă ℓpuq, then ϕ maps rT ˝8,v biholomorphically onto T ˝sαv.
(a) If uÑ siu, then π
1 maps rT ˝8,u onto P´α {B´, and thus dimprT8,uXπ1´1p8qq ď dimΩw,h´
1, contradicting to the fact that rT8,uX π1´1p8q an irreducible component of π1´1p8q.
(b) If u 99K siu, then π
1 maps rT ˝8,u onto t8u “ t 9sαB´{B´u, and thus rT8,u X π1´1p8q “rT8,u. In this case, ϕ1˚rrT0,us “ rTus and ϕ1˚rrT8,u X π1´1p8qs “ rTsius “ sirTus.
i. If siu R Ω
T
w, then these terms will contribute nontrivially to ϕ
1
˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´
ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs.
ii. If siu P Ω
T
w, then v :“ siu is an element of A8 and thus is an element of A0 by
Lemma 4.8. As in the case 1-(b), we see that the pair pv, sivq does not contribute
to ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs.
Therefore,
ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p8qs ´ ϕ1˚rπ
1´1p0qs “
ÿ
vPA18
ϕ1˚rrT8,v X π1´1p8qs ´ ÿ
uPA1
0
ϕ1˚rrT0,us
“
˜
siσw,h `
ÿ
vPA
siτv
¸
´
˜
σw,h `
ÿ
vPA
τv
¸
.
where A is the set of all u P ΩTsiw,h X Ω
T
w such that dimTu “ dimΩw,h, u 99K siu and siu R Ω
T
w.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.6(2). 
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Assume that w Ñ siw. Then j :“ w
´1pi ` 1q ă w´1piq “: k, so that
wpjq “ i` 1 ą wpkq “ i and siwpjq “ i ă siwpkq “ i ` 1. By Lemma 4.4 (2), Gsiw,h has pj Ñ kq
as an edge.
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j k j k
i` 1 i i i` 1
Gw,h. Gsiw,h.
(ðù) Let v be an element in ΩTw such that siv P Ω
T
siw,h
. Then v ą siv. Thus j
1 :“ v´1pi ` 1q ă
v´1piq “: k1, so that vpj1q “ i` 1 ą vpk1q “ i and sivpj
1q “ i ă sivpk
1q “ i` 1. Since siv P Ω
T
siw,h
,
by Theorem 3.5, for all j P rn ´ 1s, there is ti1, . . . , iju which is reachable from rjs in Gsiw,h and
such that tsiup1q, . . . , siupjqu “ tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpijqu.
Let ti1, . . . , ij1u be a set such that
- id is reachable from d for all d P rj
1s; and
- tsiup1q, . . . , siupj
1q “ iu “ tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu.
Here, we do not assume the monotonicity of tidud, i.e., we do not assume that i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ij1 . By
the fact that siwpkq “ i, the vertex j is reachable from a for some a ď j
1. Thus there is a sequence
a “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vl´1 Ñ vl “ j of vertices in Gsiw,h.
a v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ j k
i i` 1
Gsiw,h :
Noting that there is an edge pj Ñ kq in Gw,h, extend the above sequence by adding vl “ j Ñ
vl`1 “ k. Thus k is reachable from a. Redefining ia by k, we get ti1, . . . , ij1u which is reachable from
rj1s and such that tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu “ tup1q, . . . , upj
1qu. Therefore, v is contained in ΩTsiw,h.
(ùñ) Let u be an element in ΩTw X Ω
T
siw,h
. If siu ą u then applying the same arguments as in
the above to v “ siu, we get that siu is contained in Ω
T
siw,h
. If u ą siu, then j
1 :“ u´1pi ` 1q ă
u´1piq “: k1, so that upj1q “ i` 1 ą upk1q “ i and siupj
1q “ i ă siupk
1q “ i` 1.
Since u P ΩTsiw,h, by Theorem 3.5, for all j P rn ´ 1s, there is ti1, . . . , iju which is reachable
from rjs in Gsiw,h and such that tup1q, . . . , upjqu “ tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpijqu. We will show that
tsiup1q, . . . , siupjqu can be obtained in the same way. Note that upaq “ siupaq for all a other than
j1, k1. Hence it suffices to show that tsiup1q, . . . , siupj
1q “ iu is of the form tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu
for some ti1, . . . , ij1u P Jsiw,h,j1.
Let ti1, . . . , ij1u be a set such that
- id is reachable from d for all d P rj
1s; and
- tup1q, . . . , upj1q “ i` 1u “ tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu.
Here, we do not assume the monotonicity of tidud, i.e., we do not assume that i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ij1 . By
the fact that siwpkq “ i ` 1, the vertex k is reachable from a for some a ď j
1. Thus there is a
sequence a “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vl´1 Ñ vl “ k of vertices in Gsiw,h.
a v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k
i ` 1
Gsiw,h :
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‚ If a “ j, then redefining ia “ k by ia “ a, we get ti1, . . . , ij1u which is reachable from
rj1s and such that tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu “ tsiup1q, . . . , siupj
1qu because siwpiaq “ siwpaq “
siwpjq “ i.
a v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k
j
i i` 1
Gsiw,h :
‚ If a ă j, then vm ă j ď vm`1 for some m. Then there is an edge pvm Ñ vm`1q in Gsiw,h
and siwpvmq ă i. Thus there is an edge pvm Ñ jq in Gsiw,h and hence j is reachable
from a. a “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vl´1 Ñ vl “ k with a “ v0 Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vm Ñ j.
Redefining ia “ k by ia “ j, we get ti1, . . . , ij1u which is reachable from rj
1s and such that
tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu “ tsiup1q, . . . , siupj
1qu.
a ¨ ¨ ¨ vm j vm`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k
i i` 1
Gsiw,h :
‚ If a ą j, then j ă a ď j1. Since i R tup1q, . . . , upj1qu and siwpjq “ i, we have siwpijq ­“ i and
thus ij ą j. Then iij ą ij , too. Repeating this process, we get a sequence b0 :“ j ă b1 :“
ij ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bd ă bd`1 :“ ibd ă . . . . Then bd ă a ď bd`1 for some d. Since there is a sequence
of edges pbd Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ bd`1q, there is a sequence of edges pa Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ bd`1q. Redefining
ij “ ib0 , ib1 , . . . , ibd , ia by b0 “ j, b1, . . . , bd, bd`1, we get ti1, . . . , ij1u which is reachable from
rj1s and such that tsiwpi1q, . . . , siwpij1qu “ tsiup1q, . . . , siupj
1qu.
j ¨ ¨ ¨ ib0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ibd´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a ¨ ¨ ¨ ibd k
b0 b1 bd bd`1
i i` 1
Gsiw,h :
Therefore, siu is contained in Ω
T
siw,h
. 
5. Permutohedral varieties
In this section we consider the Hessenberg variety associated with the function h defined as
hpiq “ i ` 1 for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1 and hpnq “ n. This variety, denoted by Hn is called the
permutohedral variety and is known to be the toric variety corresponding to the fans determined
by the chambers of the root system of type An´1. We give explicit descriptions of the classes σw,h
and also the symmetric group actions for each class. It is known from [30] that H2kT pHnq is a direct
sum of permutation modules of Sn for each k. The explicit descriptions of basis classes and the
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symmetric group action enable us to construct permutation modules that constitute the Sn-module
H2kT pHnq for all k.
In this section we only consider the permutohedral varieties, and we drop h in Aw,h, σw,h, Jw,h,j,
Gw,h and so forth for convenience.
5.1. Bases of H2kT pHnq. For a permutation w P Sn, we say that i P rn ´ 1s is a descent of w if
wpiq ą wpi ` 1q. Let Dpwq be the set of descents of w, and let despwq “ |Dpwq| be the number of
descents of w. Then the following lemma follows from the definition of the GKM graphs.
Lemma 5.1. Let w P Sn be a vertex in the GKM graph of Hn.
(1) The number of all edges adjacent to w is n´ 1.
(2) The number of outgoing(downward) edges from w is the number of descent of w; that is,
ℓhpwq “ despwq.
For a nonempty subset I of rns, we let SI Ď Sn be the subgroup of permutations that permute
the elements in I only. If I1, . . . , Il is a set partition of rns, then SI1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSIl is a subgroup of
Sn called a Young subgroup of Sn.
We can give explicit descriptions of the support Aw of σw and the value σwpvq for each v P Aw.
Proposition 5.2. For a permutation w P Sn, let Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku Ď rn ´ 1s be the
set of descents of w, and let d0 “ 0, dk`1 “ n. If we let Js “ twpds´1 ` 1q, . . . , wpdsqu for
s “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` 1, then
Aw “
`
SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1
˘
w “ tuw |u P SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1u .
Proof. Because we are considering the Hessenberg function hpiq “ i` 1 for all i, the graph Gw is a
disjoint union of path graphs and it is enough to consider pairs pj, j ` 1q when we find the graph
Gw. Indeed, an edge j Ñ pj ` 1q is in the graph Gw if and only if wpjq ă wpj ` 1q. Therefore, we
have that pj Ñ j ` 1q is an edge in Gw if and only if j R Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku and we obtain
Gw “
ğ
sPt0,1,...,ku
Ppds ` 1, . . . , ds`1q
where Ppv1, . . . , vmq denote the path graph with vertices v1, . . . , vm and edges pvp, vp`1q for p P rm´
1s. For an index j satisfying ds ă j ď ds`1, the set of reachable vertices from j is tds`1, . . . , ds`1u.
For any index j satisfying ds ă j ď ds`1, we get
Lw,j “ twpiq | i P tds ` 1, . . . , ds`1uu Y wpjq “ twpds ` 1q, . . . , wpds`1qu “ Js`1.
By the definition of Jw,j and Aw, we obtain Aw “
`
SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1
˘
w. 
Remark 5.3. It is well known that the GKM graph of Hn is the one skeleton of the permutohedron
of type An´1, that is the convex hull of the permutation vectors tpwp1q, . . . , wpnqq |w P Snu in R
n.
Proposition 5.2 can be proved using the arguments on the face structure of the permutahedron; as
it is shown in [27].
We now give an explicit description of each class σw for w P Sn.
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Theorem 5.4. For a permutation w P Sn, let Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku Ď rn ´ 1s be the set of
descents of w and v P Aw. Then
σwpvq “
kź
s“1
ptvpds`1q ´ tvpdsqq .
Proof. The induced subgraph Γw of the GKM graph Γ of Hn, with the vertex set Aw is pn´1´kq-
regular. Hence, by Proposition 2.15, σw is uniquely determined so that the value σwpvq is the
product of αpv Ñ uq for v Ñ u is an edge in Γ but not in Γw. 
Example 5.5. Let w “ 25 347 168 be a permutation in S8. Then Dpwq “ t2, 5u and
Aw “ tv P S8 | tvp1q, vp2qu “ t2, 5u, tvp3q, vp4q, vp5qu “ t3, 4, 7u, tvp6q, vp7q, vp8qu “ t1, 6, 8uu
has 2 ˆ 6 ˆ 6 “ 72 elements. For example, v “ 52 437 681 is an element of Aw. Moreover, due to
Theorem 5.4 we have σwpwq “ pt3 ´ t5qpt1 ´ t7q and σwpvq “ pt4 ´ t2qpt6 ´ t7q.
From Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.4 we obtain a nice basis for the p2kqth cohomology space of
the permutohedral variety Hn.
Proposition 5.6. For each k “ 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1, Bk :“ tσw |w P Sn, despwq “ ku forms a basis
of the p2kqth cohomology space H2kpHnq; hence the p2kqth Betti number of Hn is the number of
permutations in Sn with k descents.
5.2. Symmetric group action on H˚pHnq. In this subsection, we will observe the symmetric
group action on the equivariant cohomology ring H˚T pHnq, and then study that on the singular
cohomology ring H˚pHnq.
We denote by
Bk :“ tσw |w P Sn, despwq “ ku
a basis of the cohomology space H2kT pHnq. An l-composition of n is a sequence of positive integers
a “ pa1, . . . , alq satisfying
ř
i ai “ n. For a composition a “ pa1, . . . , alq of n, we let Spaq “
ta1, a1 ` a2, . . . , a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` al´1u be a subset of rn´ 1s and let
Snpaq “ tw P Sn |Dpwq “ Spaqu .
Then
Bk “
ğ
a
Bkpaq
where the union is over the pk ` 1q-compositions of n and Bkpaq :“ tσw |w P Snpaqu.
Lemma 5.7. For a pk ` 1q-composition a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q of n, any pair of two distinct permuta-
tions in Snpaq is not connected in the GKM graph of Hn.
Proof. Let w Ñ wpi jq, i ă j, be an edge in the GKM graph of Hn for w P Snpaq, then j must be
i ` 1. However, wsi is not in Snpaq since exchanging the ith and the pi ` 1qth element of w will
change the descent set; Dpwsiq “ Dpwq Y tiu if i R Dpwq and Dpwsiq “ Dpwqztiu otherwise. 
Lemma 5.7 together with Proposition 4.5 proves the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.8. For a permutation w P Sn and a simple transposition si P Sn, if Dpsiwq “
Dpwq, then siσw “ σsiw as elements in H
˚
T pHnq.
Example 5.9. When n “ 4 and k “ 1, there are three pk ` 1q-compositions of n; a “ p1, 3q,b “
p2, 2q and c “ p3, 1q. The corresponding subsets of S4 are
S4paq “ t4|123, 3|124, 2|134u,
S4pbq “ tw34 :“ 34|12, w24 :“ 24|13, w23 :“ 23|14, w14 :“ 14|23, w13 :“ 13|24u,
S4pcq “ t234|1, 134|2, 124|3u.
We consider the permutations in S4pbq in more detail: Since s2w34 “ w24, s1w24 “ w14, s3w24 “
w23, s3w14 “ w13, and s1w23 “ w13, by Proposition 5.8, we can obtain all σw for w P S4pbq by
applying sequences of si’s to σw34 . Note however that s2w13 R S4pbq, that is w13 and s2w13 have
different descent sets, and we can not apply Proposition 5.8 in this case.
Proposition 5.10. For a permutation w P Sn, let Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku Ď rn ´ 1s be the
set of descents of w, and let d0 “ 0, dk`1 “ n. If we let Js “ twpds´1 ` 1q, . . . , wpdsqu for
s “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` 1, then the stabilizer subgroup of Sn for the class σw is SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1 as an
element in H˚T pHnq.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, the support Aw of σw is given by
Aw “ pSJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1qw “ tuw | u P SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1u.
This implies that for an element v R SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SJk`1 , the support is not invariant, that is,
v ¨Aw ‰ Aw. Accordingly, the stabilizer subgroup for the class σw is contained in SJ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆSJk`1 .
On the other hand, for elements u and v in SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1 , we have the following
pu ¨ σwqpvwq “ upσwpu
´1vwqq “ u
˜
kź
s“1
ptu´1vwpds`1q ´ tu´1vwpdsqq
¸
“
kź
s“1
ptvwpds`1q ´ tvwpdsqq “ σwpvwq.
Here, the second and the last equalities come from Theorem 5.4. This proves the proposition. 
We now consider the si-action on the element σw when w
´1pi` 1q ` 1 “ w´1piq; that is there is
a descent in between i` 1 and i in the one-line notation of w. Let Dpwq “ td1, . . . , dku. We denote
by dℓ the location where i ` 1 appears in w; that is wpdℓq “ i ` 1. Consider numbers between
descents dℓ´1 and dℓ`1 as follows.rP :“ twpjq | dℓ´1 ă j ă dℓu, rQ :“ twpjq | dℓ ` 1 ă j ď dℓ`1u.
Choose subsets P “ tp1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pxu Ă rP , and Q “ tq1 ă q2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qyu Ă rQ. We definerwpiqP,Q P Sn to be
(5.1)rwpiqP,Q “ wp1q . . . wpdℓ´1q p1 p2 . . . px i`1 q1 q2 . . . qy prnszpPYQYti`1uqqÒ wpdℓ`1`1q . . . wpnq.
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Now we compare the descents sets Dpwq and Dp rwpiqP,Qq. First of all, because we are taking the
same numbers as w before dℓ´1 and after dℓ`1 ` 1, we have that
tda | a P rksztℓ´ 1, ℓ, ℓ` 1uu Ă Dp rwpiqP,Qq.
Since P Ă ri´ 1s and Q Ă ri` 2, ns, we have that
p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă px ă i` 1 ă q1 ă q2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qy.
Moreover, minprnszpP YQY ti` 1uqq ď i. Therefore, there is a descent x` y ` 1` dℓ´1 in rwpiqP,Q.
Depending on whether dℓ´1, dℓ`1 are descents in rwpiqP,Q or not, we modify rwpiqP,Q as follows.
(5.2)
w
piq
P,Q
:“
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
rwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1, dℓ`1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ´1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1`1q rwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq and dℓ`1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ`1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ`1`1q rwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq and dℓ`1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ`1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ`1`1qs rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1`1q rwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1, dℓ`1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq.
Because of the construction, we have that
(5.3) Dpw
piq
P,Qq “ tda | a P rksztℓuu Y tx` y ` 1` dℓ´1u.
Moreover, we define the class rσpiqP,Q by
rσpiqP,Q :“
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
σ
w
piq
P,Q
if dℓ´1, dℓ`1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ´1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1`1qσwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq and dℓ`1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ`1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ`1`1qσwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1 P Dp rwpiqP,Qq and dℓ`1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq,
s rwpiq
P,Q
pdℓ`1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ`1`1qs rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1q, rwpiqP,Qpdℓ´1`1qσwpiqP,Q if dℓ´1, dℓ`1 R Dp rwpiqP,Qq.
With these terminologies, we describe the si-action as follows.
Proposition 5.11. Let σ
piq
w be an element defined by
σpiqw :“
ÿ
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ
rσpiqP,Q P H˚T pHnq.
Then, we have that
pti`1 ´ tiqσsi¨w “ si ¨ σ
piq
w ´ σ
piq
w .
Example 5.12. Let n “ 5 and consider s2 “ 13245. Then for P Ă r1s “ t1u and Q Ă r4, 5s “
t4, 5u, permutations w
piq
P,Q are given as follows.
P
Q
t4, 5u t4u t5u H
t1u 1345|2 134|25 135|24 13|245
H 345|12 34|125 35|124 3|1245
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We put | on descents. Therefore, we have that
σ
p2q
13245 “ σ13452 ` σ13425 ` σ13524 ` σ13245 ` σ34512 ` σ34125 ` σ35124 ` σ31245.
Accordingly, we get
s2σ13245 “ pt3 ´ t2qσ12345 ` σ13245
` pσ13452 ` σ13425 ` σ13524 ` σ34512 ` σ34125 ` σ35124 ` σ31245q
´ pσ12453 ` σ12435 ` σ12534 ` σ24513 ` σ24135 ` σ25134 ` σ21345q.
Example 5.13. Let n “ 5 and consider w “ 21435. Then rP “ t1u and rQ “ t5u. For P Ă rP and
Q Ă rQ, permutations rwpiqP,Q and wpiqP,Q are given as follows.
rwpiqP,Q: P
Q
t5u H
t1u 2|145|3 2|14|35
H 245|13 24|135
w
piq
P,Q:
P
Q
t5u H
t1u 2|145|3 2|14|35
H 4|25|13 4|2|135
Therefore, we have that
σ
p3q
21435 “ σ21453 ` σ21435 ` s2,4σ42513 ` s2,4σ42135.
Since s2,4 “ s2s3s2, we have that
s2,4σ42513 “ s2s3s2σ42513 “ s2s3σ43512
“ s2ppt4 ´ t3qσ34512 ` σ43512 ` σ45312 ´ σ35412q
“ pt4 ´ t2qσ24513 ` σ42513 ` σ45213 ´ σ25413,
s2,4σ42135 “ s2s3s2σ42135 “ s2s3σ43125
“ s2ppt4 ´ t3qσ34125 ` σ43125q
“ pt4 ´ t2qσ24135 ` σ42135.
Accordingly, we get
s3σ21435 “ pt4 ´ t3qσ21345 ` σ21435
` σ21453 ` pt4 ´ t2qσ24513 ` σ42513 ` σ45213 ´ σ25413 ` pt4 ´ t2qσ24135 ` σ42135
´ pσ21354 ` pt3 ´ t2qσ23514 ` σ32514 ` σ35214 ´ σ25314 ` pt3 ´ t2qσ23145 ` σ32145q.
Proof of Proposition 5.11. Let P “ tp1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pxu Ă rP and Q “ tq1 ă q2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qyu Ă rQ.
Then at any point u P A
w
piq
P,Q
, we have that
(5.4) rσpiqP,Qpuq “ ptupx`y`2`dℓ´1q ´ tupx`y`1`dℓ´1qq ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq
since Dpw
piq
P,Qq “ tda | a P rksztℓuu Y tx` y ` dℓ´1u (see (5.3)) and by Theorem 5.4. Moreover, we
also note that by the description of the support of σw in Proposition 5.2, for a permutation u P Sn,
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we have
u P
ď
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ
suppprσpiqP,Qq
ðñ
u´1pi` 1q ă u´1piq,
tupda´1 ` 1q, . . . , updaqu “ twpda´1 ` 1q, . . . , wpdaqu for all a P rksztℓ, ℓ` 1u.
We claim that for u P Sn in the union of the supports of rσpiqP,Q, we have
(5.5) σpiqw puq “ pti ´ ti`1q
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq.
We denote by b “ u´1pi ` 1q and b1 “ u´1piq. By the assumption, we have that dℓ´1 ă b ă b
1.
For given P Ă rP and Q Ă rQ, the permutation u is in the support suppprσpiqP,Qq if and only if
tupdℓ´1 ` 1q, . . . , upβqu “ P YQY ti` 1u for some b ď β ă b
1. Therefore, we obtain that
(5.6) σpiqw puq “
ÿ
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ
rσpiqP,Qpuq “ ÿ
bďβăb1
rσpiqPβ ,Qβpuq
where Pβ and Qβ are subsets satisfying Pβ YQβ Y ti` 1u “ tupdℓ´1 ` 1q, . . . , upβqu for b ď β ă b
1.
Moreover, we have thatď
bďβăb1
Dpw
piq
Pβ ,Qβ
q “ tβ | b ď β ă b1u Y tda | a P rksztℓuu.
By applying (5.4), we obtain
ÿ
bďβăb1
rσpiqPβ ,Qβpuq “
¨˝ ÿ
bďβăb1
tupβ`1q ´ tupβq‚˛ ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq
“ ptupb1q ´ tupbqq
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq
“ pti ´ ti`1q
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq.
(5.7)
Combining equations (5.6) and (5.7), we prove the claim (5.5).
Now we give a proof of the proposition. For u P Sn, suppose that u R
Ť
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ suppprσpiqP,Qq but in
supppσsi¨wq, that is, u
´1pi`1q ą u´1piq and tupda´1`1q, . . . , updaqu “ twpda´1`1q, . . . , wpdaqu for all a P
rksztℓ, ℓ` 1u. For this case, psi ¨ uq
´1pi` 1q ă psi ¨ uq
´1piq. Accordingly, si ¨ u P
Ť
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ suppprσpiqP,Qq,
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and we have that
psi ¨ σ
piq
w ´ σ
piq
w qpuq “ si ¨ σ
piq
w psi ¨ uq ´ σ
piq
w puq
“ si
»–pti ´ ti`1q ź
aPrksztℓu
ptsi¨upda`1q ´ tsi¨updaqq
fifl´ 0
“ pti`1 ´ tiq ¨ si
»– ź
aPrksztℓu
ptsi¨upda`1q ´ tsi¨updaqq
fifl
“ pti`1 ´ tiq
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq.
Here, the second equality comes from (5.5). On the other hand, we haveDpsiwq “ tda | a P rksztℓuu,
and
σsiwpuq “
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq
by Theorem 5.4. Therefore, this proves the proposition for u R
Ť
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ suppprσpiqP,Qq. Suppose that
u P
Ť
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ suppprσpiqP,Qq. Then we have that si ¨ u R
Ť
PĂ rP,
QĂ rQ suppprσpiqP,Qq. Moreover, we obtain
psi ¨ σ
piq
w ´ σ
piq
w qpuq “ si ¨ σ
piq
w psi ¨ uq ´ σ
piq
w puq
“ 0´ pti ´ ti`1q
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq
“ pti`1 ´ tiq
ź
aPrksztℓu
ptupda`1q ´ tupdaqq.
This completes the proof. 
We enclose this section by considering a corollary of Proposition 5.11 which will be used later.
Corollary 5.14. For a permutation w P Sn, let Dpwq be the set of descents of w. If w
´1pi` 1q ´
1, w´1pi ` 1q, w´1piq P Dpwq Y t0u and w´1pi ` 1q “ w´1piq ´ 1, then the class σw is invariant
under si as an element in H
˚pHnq, that is, siσw “ σw in H
˚pHnq.
Proof. The condition w´1pi`1q´1, w´1pi`1q, w´1piq P Dpwq and w´1pi`1q “ w´1piq´1 implies
that we have the following one-line notation of w:
w “ . . . |i` 1|i| . . . .
In this case, the sets rP and rQ are both empty. Therefore, the class σpiqw is given by σpiqw “ σw, so
we have
pti`1 ´ tiqσsi¨w “ si ¨ σw ´ σw.
Accordingly, as an element in H˚pHnq, the class σw is invariant under the action of si. 
5.3. Permutation module decompositions. The e-positivity conjecture on the chromatic qua-
sisymmetric functions of Shareshian and Wachs [30] is shown independently by Brosnan–Chow
and Guy-Paquet, to be equivalent to the conjecture that H2kpHesspX,hqq is isomorphic to a
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direct sum of permutation modules of Sn for each k. Permutation modules of the symmetric
group Sn are M
λ “ 1 ÒSn
SJ1
ˆ¨¨¨ˆSJk`1
“ CrSnpt
λqs for partitions λ “ pλ1, . . . , λk`1q of n, where
Js :“ tλ1`¨ ¨ ¨ `λs´1` 1, . . . , λ1`¨ ¨ ¨ `λsu for s “ 1, . . . , k` 1 and t
λ “ pJ1, . . . , Jk`1q. A natural
basis of Mλ is the set tpJ1, . . . , Jk`1q : |Js| “ λs,
Ť
s Js “ rnsu. See [29] for the representation
theory of the symmetric groups. We remark that Ma, for a composition a of n can be defined in
the same way as Mλ is defined, while Ma is isomorphic to Mλpaq for the partition λpaq obtained
from a by arranging the parts of a in nonincreasing order.
Proposition 5.15 ([6], [21]). For a Hessenberg function h,ÿ
k
chH2kpHesspS, hqqtk “ ωXGphqpx, tq ,
where ch is the Frobenius characteristic map and ω is the involution on the ring Λ of symmetric
functions sending elementary symmetric functions to homogeneous symmetric functions.
The e-positivity conjecture is proved to be true for permutohedral varieties by Shareshian and
Wachs in their seminal paper [30], where they gave a closed form formula for the expansion of
the corresponding chromatic quasisymmetric functions as sums of elementary symmetric functions
(Theorem C.4 or Table 1 of [30]). Transforming this formula in Λrts into a formula in Rrts via
the isomorphism of the ring Λ of symmetric functions with the ring R of Sn-modules, we get the
following formula in Rrts.
Proposition 5.16 (Theorem C.4 or Table 1 of [30]).
(5.8)
n´1ÿ
k“0
H2kpHnqt
k “
tn`1
2
uÿ
m“1
ÿ
k1,...,kmě2,ř
ki“n`1
M pk1´1,k2,...,kmqtm´1
mź
i“1
rki ´ 1st.
Here, rkst is the polynomial
1` t` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tk´1 “
1´ tk
1´ t
in t.
We will construct a basis
Ťn´1
k“0tpσw : w P Gku of řn´1k“0 H2kpHnq generating permutation modules
in the right hand side of (5.8).
Recall that for a permutation w P Sn with Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku, the support Aw of σw is
pSJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SJk`1qw, where Js “ twpds´1 ` 1q, . . . , wpdsqu for s “ 1, 2, . . . , k ` 1. Here, we set
d0 “ 0 and dk`1 “ n (Proposition 5.2).
Let Gk be the set of w P Sn with despwq “ k such that Aw contains w0, the longest element in
Sn, and let G be the union
Ťn´1
k“0 Gk.
Lemma 5.17. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of compositions and G :“Ťn´1
k“0 Gk. Indeed, a composition a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q corresponds to an element in Gk.
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Proof. Let a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q be a composition of n. Recall that Spaq is the ordered set td1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku, where ds “
řs
i“1 ai for s “ 1, . . . , k. Define wpaq P Sn by
n´ d1 ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n|n´ d2 ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ d1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ dk.
Then, Awpaq contains w0, which shows that wpaq P Gk.
Conversely, suppose that Aw contains w0. Let a be the composition with Spaq “ Dpwq “ td1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku. Then w is of the form
n´ d1 ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n|n´ d2 ` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ d1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ dk ,
and thus we have wpaq “ w. 
Remark 5.18. In general, when h : rns Ñ rns is a Hessenberg function, the intersection of X˝w
with the nilpotent Hessenberg variety HesspN,hq is nonempty if and only if
w´1pwpjq ´ 1q ď hpjq for all j P rns
(Lemma 2.3 of [1]). When h “ p2, 3, . . . , n, nq, our G “
Ť
k Gk is the image of the set of these w’s
by the involution ι : Sn Ñ Sn given by pιpwqqpiq “ n ´ wpiq ` 1 for i P rns. We expect that for
general h the latter set will play the same role as G does.
Definition 5.19 (cf. Chow [10]). (1) For a set D “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku Ă rns of marks, define the
erasure epDq of D by
epDq “ td P D : d ­“ 1 and d´ 1 R Du .
(2) For a composition a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q of n, define the erasure pa of a by the composition with
Sppaq “ epSpaqq.
Definition 5.20. For w P G with Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku, let epDq “ tǫ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ǫlu Ă D be the
erasure of D. For s “ 1, 2, . . . , k`1, we let Js “ twpds´1`1q, . . . , wpdsqu and for t “ 1, 2, . . . , l`1,
we let pJt “ twpǫt´1 ` 1q, . . . , wpǫtqu, where d0 “ ǫ0 “ 0 and ds`1 “ ǫt`1 “ n.
(1) Define a subgroup Sw of Sn as
Sw :“ S pJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆS pJl`1 ,
that contains SJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1 as a subgroup.
(2) Let
S
˝
w :“ Sw{pSJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSJk`1q .
(3) Define an element in H2kT pHnq; pσw :“ ÿ
vPS˝w
vσw.
(4) Define apwq by the composition such that Spapwqq “ Dpwq. Put papwq :“ zapwq.
We note that each SJs , s “ 1, . . . , k ` 1, stabilizes σw in Definition 5.20, so the element pσw in
(3) is well defined.
Before we continue on the construction of permutation module decomposition of H˚pHnq, we
state a conjecture on bases of the equivariant cohomology space of Hn due to Chow, whose proof
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follows from our main theorem in the current section; see Corollary 5.24. The description of the
suggested basis elements by Chow is different from what we have in the following lemma; but they
can be shown to coincide using the explicit formula for the classes σw:
Lemma 5.21. For w P G with Dpwq “ td1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dku and epDpwqq “ tǫ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ǫlu, letpa “ papwq. Then
(1) supp pσw “ Awppaq, and
(2) for u P supp pσw, pσwpuq “śks“1ptupds`1q ´ tupdsqq.
Proof. The proofs can be done by applying Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.4 to pσw :“ řvPS˝w vσw.

Conjecture 5.22 (Erasing marks conjecture (Chow [10])).
n´1ď
k“0
ď
wPGk
tvpσw : v P Sn{Swu
forms a basis of the equivariant cohomology space H˚T pHnq.
We state the main theorem of this section; whose proof will be done in Section 6. We will use
the same notation for the image of pσw in the singular cohomology space H˚pHnq.
Theorem 5.23. For w P Gk, let Mpwq :“ CSnppσwq be the Sn-module generated by pσw.
(1) For w P Gk, the Sn-module Mpwq is isomorphic to the permutation module M
papwq.
(2) H2kpHnq “
À
wPGk
Mpwq.
Theorem 5.23 proves the erasing marks conjecture of Chow.
Corollary 5.24 (Erasing marks conjecture is true). For each k “ 0, . . . , n´ 1,ď
wPGk
tvpσw P H2kT pHnq : v P Sn{Swu
forms a basis of the p2kqth equivariant cohomology module H2kT pHnq over Crt1, . . . , tns.
Proof. For a fixed k and w P Gk, we have |Sn{Sw| “ dimpM
papwqq. Hence, the second part of
Theorem 5.23 proves that
Ť
wPGk
tvpσw P H2kpHnq : v P Sn{Swu is a C-basis of H2kpHnq for each k.
We now recall from [26, Lemma 2.1] that for a manifold M with a smooth action of a compact
torus T “ pS1q
n such that the fixed point set is finite and non-empty. Then H˚T pMq is free as an
Crt1, . . . , tns-module if and only if H
oddpMq “ 0. In this case,
H˚T pMq – H
˚pMq b Crt1, . . . , tns
as Crt1, . . . , tns-modules. Since the odd degree cohomology of the permutohedral variety vanishes,
we obtain that
(5.9) H˚T pHnq – H
˚pHnq b Crt1, . . . , tns
as Crt1, . . . , tns-modules. This shows that
Ť
wPGk
tvpσw P H2kT pHnq : v P Sn{Swu is a Crt1, . . . , tns-
module basis of H2kT pHnq. 
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Example 5.25. If n “ 5 and k “ 2, Gk “ t54123, 53412, 52341, 45312, 45231, 34521u.
w apwq papwq Sw S˝w
5|4|123 p1, 1, 3q p5q 5
...4
...123 St5,4,1,2,3u St5,4,1,2,3u{St1,2,3u
5|34|12 p1, 2, 2q p3, 2q 5
...34|12 St5,3,4u ˆSt1,2u St5,3,4u{St3,4u
5|234|1 p1, 3, 1q p4, 1q 5
...234|1 St5,2,3,4u St5,2,3,4u{St2,3,4u
45|3|12 p2, 1, 2q p2, 3q 45|3
...12 St4,5u ˆSt3,1,2u St3,1,2u{St1,2u
45|23|1 p2, 2, 1q p2, 2, 1q 45|23|1 St4,5u ˆSt2,3u teu
345|2|1 p3, 1, 1q p3, 2q 345|2
...1 St3,4,5u ˆSt1,2u St2,1u
H2¨2pH5q “M
p5q ‘ pM p3,2qq‘3 ‘M p4,1q ‘M p2,2,1q.
First, we show that the permutation modulesMpwq we consider are exactly the ones that appear
in the known decomposition of H˚pHnq as described in Proposition 5.16.
Proposition 5.26. We have that
n´1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
wPGk
Mpapwq tk “
tn`1
2
uÿ
m“1
ÿ
k1,...,kmě2,ř
ki“n`1
M pk1´1,k2,...,kmq tm´1
mź
i“1
rki ´ 1st.
In other words, for each pk1 ´ 1, k2, . . . , kmq with k1, . . . , km ě 2 and
ř
ki “ n` 1,
|tw P Gk : papwq “ pk1 ´ 1, k2, . . . , kmqu|
is equal to the coefficient of tk in the polynomial tm´1
śm
i“1rki ´ 1st.
In particular,
řn´1
k“0
ř
wPGk
dimMpapwq “ dimH˚pHnq “ n!.
Proof. We will show that for each pk1, k2, . . . , km ´ 1q with k1, . . . , km ě 2 and
ř
ki “ n` 1,
|tw P Gk : papwq “ pk1, k2, . . . , km ´ 1qu|
is equal to the coefficient of tk in the polynomial tm´1
śm
i“1rki ´ 1st. By Lemma 5.17, there is a
bijective map from the set of compositions a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q to Gk. Consider the set Cpk1,...,km´1q
of compositions a “ pa1, . . . , ak`1q whose erasure pa is pk1, . . . , km ´ 1q. Regard tm´1śmi“1rki ´ 1st
as
p1` t` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tk1´2qtp1` t` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tk2´2qt ¨ ¨ ¨ tp1` t` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tkm´2q.
A monomial tl1ttl2t ¨ ¨ ¨ ttlm in this polynomial corresponds to a composition
p1, 1, 1lomon
l1
, l11, 1, 1, 1lomon
l2
, l12, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1, 1, 1lomon
lm
, l1mq
where lj ` l
1
j “ kj ´ 1 for j “ 1, . . . ,m, whose erasure is pk1, k1, . . . , km ´ 1q. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.23 we need to show that H2kpHnq is linearly generated by
Mpwq’s, where w P Gk. In other words, σw with ℓhpwq “ despwq “ k can be expressed as a linear
combination of elements in
Ť
wPGk
tvpσw : v P Sn{Swu. The proof will be given in the next section.
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In the remaining part of this section we will explain the idea of proof by proving the theorem for
the case when n “ 4 and k “ 2.
Example 5.27. n “ 4 and k “ 2. We will show that
À
wPGk
Mpwq generates H2kpHnq linearly.
Note that H2kpHnq is linearly generated by σw for w P Sp2, 1, 1q YSp1, 2, 1q YSp1, 1, 2q.
w apwq papwq S˝w
4|3|12 p1, 1, 2q p4q St4,3,1,2u{St1,2u
4|23|1 p1, 2, 1q p3, 1q St4,2,3u{St2,3u
34|2|1 p2, 1, 1q p2, 2q St2,1u
‚ Sp2, 1, 1q “ t3421, 2431, 1432u and pσ3421 “ σ3421 ` σ3421 “ 2σ3421.
σ34|2|1 σ24|3|1 σ14|3|2
σ24|3|1 σ14|3|2 σ14|3|2
`pσ4|23|1 ´ σ3|24|1q `pσ4|13|2 ´ σ3|14|2q `σ4|13|2 ´ σ2|14|3
`pσ4|3|12 ´ σ4|2|13q
s2 s1
s3 s3
s1 s2
Hence tσw : w P Sp2, 1, 1qu “ tσ3421, σ2431, σ1432u is contained in Mp3421q. Furthermore,
Mp3421q contains
(5.10) pσ4231 ´ σ3241q, pσ4132 ´ σ3142q, pσ4132 ` pσ4312 ´ σ4213qq ´ σ2143.
We remark that
(5.11) s3 pσ4132 ` pσ4312 ´ σ4213qq ´ s3σ2143 “ pσ3142 ` pσ4312 ´ σ3214qq ´ pσ2143 ` pσ4213 ´ σ3214qq
is also contained in Mp3421q because Mp3421q is an Sn-module.
‚ Sp1, 2, 1q “ t4231, 3241, 4132, 3142, 2143u, pσ4231 “ σ4231`σ3241`pσ3241 ` pσ3421 ´ σ2431qq.
We have already shown that pσ3421 ´ σ2431q is contained in Mp3421q.
σ4|23|1 ` σ3|24|1 σ4|13|2 ` σ3|14|2 σ4|13|2 ` σ2|14|3 σ3|14|2 ` σ2|14|3
`pσ4|3|12 ´ σ4|2|13q `pσ4|3|12 ´ σ3|2|14q
`pσ4|2|13 ´ σ3|2|14q
s1 s2 s3
Hence Mp4231q contains
pσ4231 ` σ3241q, pσ4132 ` σ3142q, pσ4132 ` pσ4312 ´ σ4213qq ` σ2143,
pσ3142 ` pσ4312 ´ σ3214qq ` pσ2143 ` pσ4213 ´ σ3214qq,
and thus
σ4231, σ3241, σ4132, σ3142, σ4132 ` pσ4312 ´ σ4213q, σ2143,
σ3142 ` pσ4312 ´ σ3214q, σ2143 ` pσ4213 ´ σ3214q
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are contained in the Sn-module generated by Mp3421q and Mp4231q because of (5.10)
and (5.11). Therefore,
σ4231, σ3241, σ4132, σ3142, σ4132, σ2143
are contained in the Sn-module generated by Mp3421q and Mp4231q. We remark that the
module Mp3421q `Mp4231q also contains
(5.12) pσ4312 ´ σ4213q, pσ4312 ´ σ3214q, pσ4213 ´ σ3214q.
‚ Sp1, 1, 2q “ t4312, 4213, 3241u, to compute the class pσ4312, we consider the following dia-
gram.
σ4312 σ4213 σ4213 ` σ4231 ´ σ4132
σ4312 σ3214 σ3214 ` σ3241 ´ σ3142
σ4213 σ3214 σ3214 ` σ3241 ` σ3421 ´ σ2431 ´ σ2143
σ4213 ` σ4231 ´ σ4132 σ3214 ` σ3241 ´ σ3142 σ3214 ` σ3241 ` σ3421 ´ σ2143 ´ σ2431
s2
s3
s1
s3 s3
s2
s1
s2 s2
s3
s1 s1 s1
s3 s2
Accordingly, we obtain thatpσ4312 “ 2σ4312 ` 4σ4213 ` 6σ3214
` 2pσ4231 ´ σ4132q ` 4σ3241 ´ 2σ3142 ´ 2σ2143 ` 2pσ3421 ´ σ2431q.
We have already shown that pσ4231 ´ σ4132q is contained in the Sn-module generated by
Mp3421q and Mp4231q, and it suffices to show that
σ4312, σ4213, σ3214
is contained in the Sn-module generated by Mp3421q and Mp4231q and Mp4312q. This is
obvious because the module Mp3421q `Mp4231q `Mp4312q contains
pσ4312 ´ σ4213q, pσ4312 ´ σ3214q, 2σ4312 ` 4σ4213 ` 6σ3241.
See (5.12).
6. Proof of Theorem 5.23
In this section, we will present a proof of Theorem 5.23. For an element w P Sn, we say a is the
composition of w if Dpwq “ Spaq and we denote it by apwq. We first consider the case when the
erasing occurs consecutively, that is, the composition a of w is given by
(6.1) pa1, a2, . . . , aℓ´1, 1, 1, . . . , 1loooomoooon
m
, aℓ`m, . . . , akq
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and ai ‰ 1 for i R rℓ, ℓ `m ´ 1s. For this case, by Lemma 5.17, the corresponding element wpaq
in Gk is given by
(6.2) wpaq “ . . . |x|x´ 1|x´ 2| . . . |x´m` 1|y y ` 1 . . . y ` aℓ`m ´ 1| . . . .
Here, we decorate the places where the descents appear. Because of the construction of wpaq, we
have that y ` aℓ`m ´ 1 “ x´m.
Now we describe the element pσwpaq using a certain (edge) labeled graph Gpaq “ pV,Eq embedded
in the Euclidean space Rm (see Proposition 6.5).
‚ The set V “ V pGpaqq of vertices is given by
V “ tpz1, . . . , zmq P Z
m | aℓ`m ´ 1 ě z1 ě z2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě zm ě 0u.
‚ Two vertices pz1, . . . , zmq and pz
1
1, . . . , z
1
mq are connected by an edge if and only if |zj ´
z1j | “ 1 for some j P rms and all the other coordinates are the same. We label the value
x´m` pj ´ 1q ´ zj for such an edge with zj ă z
1
j .
For the case when the erasing does not occur consecutively, we may break the composition a
into smaller pieces a1, . . . ,aβ so that the erasing appears consecutively in each piece, and more-
over, the erasure pa is the concatenation of pa1, . . . ,paβ. For instance, for a composition a “
p2, 1, 1, 3, 4, 1, 1, 1, 5, 1, 2q, we break it into
a1 “ p2, 1, 1, 3, 4q,a2 “ p1, 1, 1, 5q,a3 “ p1, 2q.
In this case, the erasure pa is p2, 5, 4, 8, 3q, and we have pa1 “ p2, 5, 4q, pa2 “ p8q, pa3 “ p3q. See the
following diagram:
˝ ˝ | ˝
... ˝
... ˝ ˝ ˝ | ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
a1
| ˝
... ˝
... ˝
... ˝ ˝ ˝ ˝˝loooooooomoooooooon
a2
| ˝
... ˝ ˝lomon
a3
Here, we draw dotted vertical line for erasing descents. Without loss of generality, we may break
the composition a so that in each piece has at least one erasing occur. We define the graph Gpaq by
the product Gpa1qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGpaβq of graphs. Moreover, for an edge pv1, . . . , vk´1, vk, vk`1, . . . , vβq Ñ
pv1, . . . , vk´1, v
1
k, vk`1, . . . , vβq in the graph Gpaq, we put the same label as that on the edge vk Ñ v
1
k
in Gpakq (see Example 6.8).
Example 6.1. (1) Suppose that a “ p1, 1, 4q. The corresponding element wpaq is 6|5|1234.
Then we need to erase two consecutive descents, so the graph Gp1, 1, 4q is drawn in R2. The
set V of vertices of the corresponding graph Gpaq is given by
V “ tpz1, z2q P Z
2 | 3 ě z1 ě z2 ě 0u
and the graph Gp1, 1, 4q is presented in Figure 7(1). For example, the edge connecting p1, 1q
and p2, 1q is decorated by 6´ 2` p1 ´ 1q ´ 1 “ 3. Here, we have x “ 6, m “ 2, j “ 1, and
zj “ 1.
(2) Suppose that a “ p1, 1, 1, 3q. The corresponding element wpaq is 6|5|4|123. Then we need
to erase three consecutive descents, and the vertex set of the graph Gp1, 1, 1, 3q is given by
V “ tpz1, z2, z3q P Z
3 | 2 ě z1 ě z2 ě z3 ě 0u.
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z1
z2
1
2
3
4 3
3
2
2
2
5 5 5
4 4
3
(1) Gp1, 1, 4q.
z2
z3
z1
3
2 2
2
4
4 3
3
5
5 5
4
(2) Gp1, 1, 1, 3q.
Figure 7. Graphs Gpaq in Example 6.1.
The graph Gp1, 1, 1, 3q is given in Figure 7(2).
For each vertex z in the graph Gpaq, we associate an element wz P Sn such that apwzq “ a.
(They will be used to describe pσw in Proposition 6.5.) For a vertex z “ pz1, . . . , zmq, consider a
shortest path from the origin to the vertex z. If the path is given by a sequence of edges labeled
by pi1, . . . , ikq, then we associate the permutation
(6.3) wz :“ sik ¨ ¨ ¨ si1 ¨ wpaq
to the vertex z.
We notice that if there are two different paths connecting vertices
pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj , zj`1, zj`2, . . . , zmq and pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj ` 1, zj`1 ` 1, zj`2, . . . , zmq,
then permutations obtained from these two paths are the same. More precisely, suppose that there
are four vertices
v1 “ pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj , zj`1, zj`2, . . . , zmq,
v2 “ pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj ` 1, zj`1, zj`2, . . . , zmq,
v3 “ pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj , zj`1 ` 1, zj`2, . . . , zmq,
v4 “ pz1, . . . , zj´1, zj ` 1, zj`1 ` 1, zj`2, . . . , zmq
in the graph Gpaq. By the definition of the graph Gpaq, we have that zj ŋ zj`1. Otherwise, one
cannot have the vertex v3. There are four edges whose labels are given as follows.
pv1, v2q and pv3, v4q : x´m` pj ´ 1q ´ zj ,
pv1, v3q and pv2, v4q : x´m` j ´ zj`1.
Since zj ą zj`1, we have that
|px´m` j ´ zj`1q ´ px´m` pj ´ 1q ´ zjq| “ |1` zj ´ zj`1| ą 1.
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This implies that sx´m`pj´1q´zjsx´m`j´zj`1 “ sx´m`j´zj`1sx´m`pj´1q´zj from the commutativity
of two simple reflections si and sj satisfying |i ´ j| ą 1. Therefore, the permutation wz in (6.3) is
well-defined.
By the construction of wz, we have the following lemma which is directly obtained:
Lemma 6.2. Let a be a composition of n having parts k` 1. We denote by d1 ă d2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă dk the
elements of Spaq. Then for elements z “ pz1, . . . , zmq and z
1 “ pz1, . . . , z
1
mq connected by an edge
satisfying |zj ´ z
1
j | “ 1, we have that
wzpiq “ wz1piq for i ‰ dℓ`m´j , dℓ´m`1 ` 1, . . . , dℓ`m.
Example 6.3. (1) Continuing Example 6.1(1), we have the elements wz as follows.
6|5|1234 6|4|1235 6|3|1245 6|2|1345
5|4|1236 5|3|1246 5|2|1346
4|3|1256 4|2|1356
3|2|1456
s4 s3
s5
s2
s5 s5
s3 s2
s4 s4
s2
s3
Here, one may see that along the edge on the z1-direction, the first value on the permutation
does not change. For example, for z “ pz1, 0q (which are on the first row in the diagram),
we have that wzp1q “ 6. On the other hand, for z “ p3, z2q (which are on the fourth column
in the diagram), we have that wzp2q “ 2.
(2) Continuing Example 6.1(2), we have the elements wz as follows.
6|5|4|123 6|5|3|124 6|5|2|134
6|4|3|125 6|4|2|135
6|3|2|145
5|4|3|126 5|4|2|136
5|3|2|146
4|3|2|156
s3 s2
s4 s4
s2
s 5 s3s 5
s 5
s2
s3
s 4
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z1
z2
1
2
3
(1) Gp1, 1, 2q.
z1
3
(2) Gp1, 2, 1q.
z1
z2
(3) Gp2, 1, 1q.
Figure 8. Graphs Gpaq for n “ 4 and a “ 2.
Example 6.4. We consider compositions p1, 1, 2q, p1, 2, 1q and p2, 1, 1q in Example 5.27. For this
case, the lexicographic order defines a total order:
p1, 1, 2q ă p1, 2, 1q ă p2, 1, 1q.
The corresponding graphs Gpaq are given in Figure 8. For each composition a, we compute the
elements wz for z P V pGpaqq. Moreover, we present pσwpaq such that w P Gk.
‚ a “ p1, 1, 2q.
4|3|12 4|2|13
3|2|14
s2
s3
pσ4312 “ 2σ4312 ` 4σ4213 ` 6σ3214
` 2pσ4231 ´ σ4132q ` 4σ3241 ´ 2σ3142 ´ 2σ2143loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
apvq“p1,2,1qąp1,1,2q
` 2pσ3421 ´ σ2431qloooooooomoooooooon
apvq“p2,1,1qąp1,1,2q
.
‚ a “ p1, 2, 1q.
4|23|1 3|24|1
s3
pσ4231 “ σ4231 ` 2σ3241 ` pσ3421 ´ σ2431qloooooooomoooooooon
apvq“p2,1,1qąp1,2,1q
‚ a “ p2, 1, 1q. pσ3421 “ 2σ3421.
As one may see in Example 6.4, the permutations wz coming from the graph Gpaq capture the
terms in pσw which have the composition a, and the other terms have the composition grater than a
(with respect to the lexicographic order). This observation also holds in general. In fact, the elementpσw is a linear combination of vσw for v P S˝w (see Definition 5.20), and moreover, the graph Gpaq
captures the permutations v P S˝w which preserve the composition. Then by Propositions 5.8, the
class obtained by such a permutation is given by vσw “ σvw. On the other hand, if v P S
˝
w changes
the descent set, then by Proposition 5.11, newly appearing permutations have grater compositions.
We summarize this observation as follows:
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Proposition 6.5. Let w be an element in Gk such that apwq “ a. Then, the element pσw is written
by pσw “ ÿ
zPV pGpaqq
czσwz `
ÿ
apvqąa
kvσv for cz ą 0.
Here, we consider the lexicographic order on the set of compositions.
Before providing a proof of Theorem 5.23, we prepare one lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let a be a composition of n consisting of k ` 1 parts. Then, for each z P V pGpaqq,
the element σwz is contained in
ř
uPGk
Mpuq.
Proof. Recall that we define the total order on the set of compositions lexicographically. We prove
the statement using the induction with respect to this total order. For simplicity, we denote by M
the sum
ř
uPGk
Mpuq. For a given k, the maximal element a among the compositions having k ` 1
parts is
a “ pn ´ k, 1, . . . , 1q.
In this case, the graph Gpaq has one vertex. Therefore, by Proposition 6.5, we obtain that
pσwpaq “ cσwpaq
for some positive integer c. This proves the claim for this case.
Now we suppose that we prove the claim for any composition which is greater than a. Recall
the expression of pσw in Proposition 6.5:
pσw “ ÿ
zPV pGpaqq
czσwz `
ÿ
apvqąa
kvσv, cz ą 0.
By the induction argument, we have σv satisfying apvq ą a is in the sum M . Therefore, to prove
the lemma, it is enough to show that for all z P V pGpaqqzt0u, there exists a linear combination
(6.4) σwz1 ´ σwz
in the sum M for some z1 P V pGpaqq such that the distance between z1 and the origin is shorter
than that of z. Indeed, since the coefficients cz are all positive the existence of linear combinations
of the form (6.4) implies that
spanC
¨˝$&% ÿ
zPV pGpaqq
czσwz
,.-Y  σwz1 ´ σwz | z P V pGpaqqzt0u(‚˛“ spanC tσwz | z P V pGpaqqu .
We first provide the linear combination (6.4) when the erasing occurs consecutively, i.e., a has
the form (6.1). First we consider elements z P V pGpaqq such that z1 :“ z ´ p1, 0, . . . , 0q is also
contained in V pGpaqq, that is, z P tpz1, . . . , zmq P V pGpaqq | z1 ŋ z2u. Then they are connected by
an edge, and we denote by i the label on the edge. Because of the construction of wz, we have that
wz “ si ¨ wz1
and moreover, w´1z1 pi ` 1q ă w
´1
z1 piq. Note that such elements z and z
1 have different values only
between descents dℓ`m´2 and dℓ`m by Lemma 6.2. Furthermore, wzpdℓ`m´1q “ i ` 1. We denote
by j “ w´1z piq. Since the descents sets of wz1 and wz are the same, dℓ`m´1 ` 1 ă j. Now we define
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z1 z¯
z
i´ 1
i
wz1 “ . . . |i` 1|i| . . . i´ 1 . . . wz¯ “ . . . |i` 1|i´ 1| . . . i . . .
wz “ . . . |i|i´ 1| . . . i` 1 . . .
si´1
si
Figure 9. Some permutations wz when z1 “ z2 ŋ z3.
a permutation uz by
uz “ wz1sdℓ`m´1sdℓ`m´1`1 . . . sj´2.
In words, we move the descent dℓ`m´1 to the backward until its location is just before i, i.e.,
two numbers i ` 1 and i are consecutive in the one-line notation of uz. Therefore, by applying
Proposition 5.11, we obtain that
siσuz “ σwz ´ σwz1 p`pti`1 ´ tiqσsi¨uzq `
ÿ
apvqąa
qvσv.
We notice that apuzq ą a. Accordingly, by the induction argument, both σuz and
ř
apvqąa qvσv are
in the sumM . BecauseM is invariant under the action of Sn, we prove that the linear combination
σwz1 ´ σwz is contained in M .
Now we consider elements z “ pz1, . . . , zmq P V pGpaqq such that z1 “ z2 ŋ z3. For this case, we
notice that two elements z1 :“ z ´ p1, 1, 0, . . . , 0q and z¯ :“ z ´ p0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q are in V pGpaqq. By
the construction of the graph Gpaq, elements z and z¯ are connected by an edge, and we let denote
by i the label on the edge, that is, x´m` p2 ´ 1q ´ z2 “ i. Since z1 “ z2 by the assumption, we
have x´m` p1 ´ 1q ´ z1 “ i ´ 1, that is, the label on the edge connecting z
1 and z¯ is i´ 1. See
the left hand side of Figure 9. On the other hand, z1 “ z2 implies that z
1 ´ p0, 1, . . . , 0q is not in
Gpaq, i.e., Dpsiz
1q ‰ Dpz1q. Moreover, we have Dpz1q “ Dpsi´1z
1q “ Dpsisi´1z
1q. Therefore, the
permutations wz, wz1 , wz¯ have the form in Figure 9.
By the previous observation, we have a linear combination
σwz1 ´ σwz¯ PM.
Then, by applying si on the relation, we obtain the desired linear combination
σwz1 ´ σwz PM.
Here, si ¨ σwz1 “ σwz1 since tw
´1
z1 pi ` 1q ´ 1, w
´1
z1 pi ` 1q, w
´1
z1 piqu Ă Dpwz1q Y t0u and by Corol-
lary 5.14. Continuing this process, we obtain the desired linear combinations when the erasing
occurs consecutively.
Now we suppose that the graph Gpaq is the product Gpa1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGpaβq of graphs. We need to
show that for any vertex v “ pv1, . . . , vβq P Gpaq, there exists v
1 “ pv11, . . . , v
1
βq P Gpaq such that
the distance between v1 and the origin is shorter than that of v and
σwv1 ´ σwv PM.
Among indices 1, . . . , β, choose the minimum index x such that vx ‰ 0. Moreover, choose the
maximum index y such that vy ‰ 0. Consider the vertex vx in the graph Gpaxq. Then by the
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previous argument, we have a vertex v1x in the graph Gpaxq such that
σwp0,...,0,v1x,0,...,0q
´ σwp0,...,0,vx,0,...,0q PM.
We apply the permutation u on this relation obtained from the path connecting the vertex p0, . . . , 0, vx, 0, . . . , 0q
and v “ p0, . . . , 0, vx, vx`1, . . . , vy, 0, . . . , 0q:
upσwp0,...,0,v1x,0,...,0q
´ σwp0,...,0,vx,0,...,0qq “ σuwp0,...,0,v1x,0,...,0q
´ σuwp0,...,0,vx,0,...,0q
“ σwp0,...,0,v1x,vx`1,...,vy,0,...,0q
´ σwv PM.
Since p0, . . . , 0, v1x, vx`1, . . . , vy, 0, . . . , 0q P Gpaq, we obtain a desired linear relation. This completes
the proof. 
Example 6.7. We consider compositions p1, 1, 2q, p1, 2, 1q and p2, 1, 1q in Examples 5.27 and 6.4.
We already have seen that
‚ a “ p1, 1, 2q:
pσ4312 “ 2σ4312 ` 4σ4213 ` 6σ3214 ` 2pσ4231 ´ σ4132q ` 4σ3241 ´ 2σ3142 ´ 2σ2143loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
apvq“p1,2,1qąp1,1,2q
` 2pσ3421 ´ σ2431qloooooooomoooooooon
apvq“p2,1,1qąp1,1,2q
.
‚ a “ p1, 2, 1q: pσ4231 “ σ4231 ` 2σ3241 ` pσ3421 ´ σ2431qloooooooomoooooooon
apvq“p2,1,1qąp1,2,1q
.
‚ a “ p2, 1, 1q: pσ3421 “ 2σ3421.
The maximal element is a “ p2, 1, 1q, and we obtain the element σ3421 in M :“
À
uPGk
Mpuq. For
a “ p1, 2, 1q, consider
s3σ2431 “ σ2431 ` σ4231 ´ σ3241 PM.
Here, since σ2431 “ s2 ¨ σ3421, both σ2431 and s3σ2431 are contained in M . Therefore, we have
σ4231 ´ σ3241 P M . Since the matrix
«
1 2
1 ´1
ff
is nonsingular, both elements σ4231 and σ3241 are
contained in M . Finally, consider a “ p1, 1, 2q. Since s1σ4231 “ σ4132 and σ4231 P M , we have
σ4132 PM . Accordingly,
s2σ4132 “ σ4132 ` σ4312 ´ σ4213 PM
and this implies that σ4312 ´ σ4213 PM . Moreover,
s3pσ4312 ´ σ4213q “ σ4312 ´ σ3214 PM.
Considering the following matrix
σ4312 σ4213 σ3214»—–1 2 21 ´1 0
1 0 ´1
fiffifl
which is nonsingular, we obtain that σ4312, σ4213, σ3214 PM .
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Example 6.8. Suppose that a “ p1, 2, 1, 3q. To draw the graph Gpaq, we need to consider a1 “
p1, 2q and a2 “ p1, 3q. Accordingly, the graph Gpaq and the elements wz are given as follows.
z1
z2
6
6
6
3 3
2 2
7|56|4|123 6|57|4|123
7|56|3|124 6|57|3|124
7|56|2|134 6|57|2|134
s6
s3 s3
s6
s2 s2
s6
We first find the following linear relations obtain from Gpa1q ˆ t0u and t0u ˆGpa2q.
z “ p1, 0q : s6σ5764123 “ σ5764123 ` σ7564123 ´ σ6574123,
z “ p0, 1q : s3σ7561243 “ σ7561243 ` σ7564123 ` σ7561423 ` σ7562413 ´ pσ7563124 ` σ7561324 ` σ7562314q.
For the vertex p1, 1q, we need to consider the s3-action on the linear relation related to the vertex
p1, 0q:
s3pσ7564123 ´ σ6574123q “ σ7563124 ´ σ6573124
which is a desired relation related to the vertex wp1,1q.
Proof of Theorem 5.23. To prove the first statement we will show that the stabilizer subgroup
of pσw P H˚pHnq is the desired Young subgroup Sw. For w P Gk, by Proposition 5.10 and the
construction of pσw, the stabilizer subgroup of pσw P H˚T pHnq is the same as Sw. Therefore the
stabilizer subgroup of pσw P H˚pHnq contains Sw. It is enough to show that v P SzSw cannot fixpσw P H˚pHnq. Assume on the contrary that for some v P SzSw, we have vpσw “ pσw in H˚pHnq.
Because of the description (5.9), as elements in H˚T pHnq, we have that vpσw ´ pσw P Crt1, . . . , tns.
However, this cannot be occur since supppvpσwq X suppppσwq “ H and vpσw, pσw R Crt1, . . . , tns. This
proves the first statement.
To prove the second statement, we first notice thatÿ
uPGk
dimMpuq “ dimH2kpHnq
by Proposition 5.26. Therefore it is enough to show that the sum M “
ř
uPGk
Mpuq of the modules
contains the whole vector space H2kpHnq because the opposite direction is already proven by the
construction. We will show that for any composition a, the element σv satisfying apvq “ a are
all contained in
ř
uPGk
Mpuq which proves the claim. Let a be a composition. For any element u
satisfying apuq “ a, there exists a sequence of simple reflections si1 , . . . , sil such that
‚ u “ sil ¨ ¨ ¨ si1wpaq; and
‚ apwpaqq “ apsi1wpaqq “ apsi2si1wpaqq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ apsil ¨ ¨ ¨ si1wpaqq “ a.
Then, by Proposition 5.8, we obtain that
sij ¨ ¨ ¨ si1σwpaq “ σsij ¨¨¨si1wpaq for 1 ď j ď l.
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On the other hand, we have already shown in Lemma 5.17 that vσwz is also in
ř
uPGk
Mpuq for any
v P Sn{
ś
SIj and z P V pGpaqq. Therefore, any element σv satisfying apvq “ a is contained inř
uPGk
Mpuq. This completes the proof. 
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